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OVERVIEW OF EPA'S ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS FOR THE
LAND DISPOSAL OF LLW AND NARM WASTE - 1988

James M. Gruhlke, Floyd L. Galpin, and William F. Holcomb

Office of Radiation Programs
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Washington, D.C. 20460

ABSTRACT

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) program to develop proposed
generally applicable environmental standards for land disposal of low-level
radioactive waste and certain naturally occurring and accelerator-produced
radioactive wastes has been completed. The elements of the proposed
standards include the following: (a) exposure limits for predisposal
management and storage operations, (b) criteria for other regulatory
agencies to follow in specifying wastes that are below regulatory concern
(BRC); (c) postdisposal exposure limits, (d) groundwater protection
requirements, and (e) qualitative implementation requirements. In addition
to covering those radioactive wastes subject to the Atomic Energy Act
(AEA), the Agency also intends to propose a standard to require the
disposal of high concentration, naturally occurring and
accelerator-produced radioactive materials (NARM) wastes exceeding 2 nCi/g,
excluding a few consumer items, in regulated LLW disposal facilities,

INTRODUCTION

In August 1983, EPA published an Advanced Notice of Proposed

Rulemaking (ANPRM) , stating the Agency's intention to develop generally
applicable environmental standards for the land disposal of low-level
radioactive waste (LLW).

These standards are being developed under the authority of the Atomic
2

Energy Act of 1954, as amended , and Reorganization Plan No. 3 of
3

1970 . The intent is that they must be met by facilities that dispose of
LLW, whether the facilities are licensed and regulated by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) or their Agreement States, or are owned and
operated by the Department of Energy (DOE).

Initially, we only indicated the intent to cover AEC wastes. Comments
in response to our ANPRM and at public outreach meetings, especially from
state representatives, strongly recommended that the EPA LLW Standard (the
Standard) should also cover certain wastes from naturally occurring and
accelerator-produced radioactive materials (NARM). As a result, and since
EPA is the only federal agency with authority to regulate NARM waste
disposal, it was decided to add a proposed NARM waste disposal provision.

4
We are using the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) for the

necessary NARM authority. Section 6 of this Act provides that if the



Administrator determines that an unreasonable risk exists, he may
promulgate regulations on the disposal of a chemical mixture or substance
to mitigate such risks.

LLW DISPOSAL STANDARD

The EPA LLW Standard is intended to cover disposal of all AEA
materials not covered by other EPA standards (i.e., all radioactive waste
that is not high-level and transuranic radioactive waste or spent nuclear
fuel, as defined in 40 CFR Part 191; or uranium or thorium mill tailings as
defined in 40 CFR Part 192; or NARM, as defined in 40 CFR 764). The
standard will have several important and closely related elements:

1. Low-level waste predisposal management and storage. This would
include limits on radiation exposure to individuals during
processing, management, and storage of LLW.

2. Definition of radiation exposures related to low-level
radioactive waste disposal that are sufficiently small that they
do not need to be regulated regarding their radiation hazard
(i.e., a level "below regulatory concern").

3. Limits on radiation exposure to individuals after the disposal
site is closed, i.e., after it stops receiving wastes.

4. Groundwater protection requirements for both pre- and
post-disposal phases.

5. Other areas will include qualitative implementation requirements.

NARM WASTE DISPOSAL STANDARD

The regulation of certain NARM waste is proposed under TSCA since the
AEA does not apply to NARM. Since the proposed NARM regulation would
require the disposal of regulated NARM in an AEA authorized LLW disposal
facility, such NARM wastes would become subject to the AEA postdisposal
requirements of that facility.

INDIVIDUAL RADIATION EXPOSURE LIMITS
DURING MANAGEMENT AND STORAGE (PREDISPOSAL)

This element would limit annual effective whole body exposure from all
environmental pathways to any member of the public from facilities which
process, manage, or store LLW. This would include the operational phase of
regulated LLW disposal facilities, i.e., while they are receiving and
emplacing waste; and "away from generator" LLW management, processing and
storage facilities. NRC licensed Uranium Fuel Cycle Facilities also
process LLW, but are covered under 40 CFR Part 1905.

With the advent of NRC's 10 CFR Part 61 rulemaking on licensing
requirements for land disposal of LLW, all higher activity commercial
wastes must be solidified and packaged with the intent to add retention and



structural strength to the waste package. Waste generators are also now
opting for volume reduction, waste processing, and packaging, not Only to
meet NRC requirements, but as methods to reduce disposal costs and to stay
within reduced out-of-state volume limits imposed by host states for
existing LLW disposal facilities under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste

Policy Amendments Act of 1985 .

This greatly increased need for processing and packaging LLW is being
met in a number of ways: (a) commercial companies applying to establish
centralized LLW processing facilities located away from LLW generators,
(b) small generators being serviced onsite by mobile processing units
(i.e., compactors, solidifiers), and (c) DOE and Uranium Fuel Cycle
licensees building their own processing facilities.

We are, therefore, confronted with growing trends to create a large
number of diverse facilities for treating and processing LLW, plus the
potential for facilities that would be dedicated to the storage of LLW for
periods beyond our previous perception. These circumstances then create a
possible gap in the coverage of EPA's waste related standards. Processing
and storage done at a power reactor site would be covered by the Uranium

Fuel Cycle Standards, 40 CFR Part 190 . Exposure from atmospheric
releases at all other LLW processing and storage facilities would be
covered by the Clean Air Act radionuclide emission regulations (40 CFR

Q

Part 61) . However, exposure through other pathways from processing
operations and long-term storage at LLW disposal facilities and at "away
from generator" LLW processing facilities would not be covered.

Most of the exposures from these facilities would be expected to
result from airborne releases, but there is also the potential for
exposures from direct gamma radiation, water pathways and from releases
caused by spillage and similar incidents. Our analyses indicate that
control of these exposures should require no more increment of effort than
maintaining processing and storage vessels away from public access and the
good housekeeping practices necessary to eliminate or clean up spillage.

The Agency, therefore, deems it prudent to include limits on these
potential exposures in our Standard. This would also make the EPA LLW
Standard more parallel and consistent in structure with those the Agency
promulgated for High-Level Radioactive Waste, 40 CFR Part 191,

Q

Subpart A . The Office of Radiation Program's analyses indicate that a
standard around 25 mrem per year from all pathways would be consistent with
the technology and other similar standards.

BELOW REGULATORY CONCERN CRITERIA

We intend to establish criteria for identifying LLW with sufficiently
low levels of radioactivity to qualify as "Below Regulatory Concern"
(BRC). Any waste meeting these criteria could be disposed of as a
nonradioactive waste. However, if it had Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA) hazardous characteristics, it would have to be disposed
of in compliance with RCRA regulations. The EPA would not be involved 1n
identifying or selecting specific LLW types which qualify as BRC wastes;
the NRC, States and DOE would implement the use of our criteria.



If the BRC criteria are implemented as we envision, most wastes
identified as BRC wastes, and not having RCRA hazardous characteristics,
would be disposed of as garbage or trash in a municipal landfill or be
incinerated and subsequently so disposed. Our risk analyses show that with
careful selection and segregation of waste, the population, individual and
onsite worker risks can be quite low.

In arriving at a proposed BRC level, EPA carefully weighed and
considered many factors. Foremost was protection of the public and the
development of an exposure level with assurance of no undue risk. Also,
considered were other daily risks encountered, ability to demonstrate
compliance, guidance for similar exemptions by other governmental and
scientific groups, consistency with other regulated risk levels, general
population health risks, and the maximum annual exposures to critical
population groups.

Our economic analyses show that the use of a BRC criterion to
eliminate certain low-activity radioactive wastes from the full LLW
regulation and disposal process is very cost effective. EPA estimates that
approximately 35% by volume of all commercial and DOE LLW could be
reclassified as BRC, with a resulting maximum annual dose to an individual
of less than 4 mrem/yr and potential savings of more than 600 million
dollars over 20 yr.

Removing these BRC wastes from LLW disposal facilities would have two
additional benefits. It would (a) conserve much needed disposal space and
(b) remove a general class of trash-type wastes which has unstable
engineering properties and could undermine the integrity of the disposal
facilities.

INDIVIDUAL RADIATION EXPOSURE LIMITS FOR POST-DISPOSAL

Our standard will establish limits on exposure through all pathways to
members of the public from the land disposal of LLW.

EPA's post-disposal limit would apply to any DOE or NRC/State-licensed
LLW land disposal method or facility constructed after the effective date
of the rule. The requirements would apply to existing disposal facilities,
requiring them to conform to the standards within a certain time frame, on
the order of 5 yr.

Such a provision would have the same purpose as the individual
exposure performance objective contained in the NRC's 10 CFR

Part 61.41. When we commented on the NRC's rulemaking for 10 CFR
Part 61, we stated and still agree with the view that "the 25 mrem/yr level
is in the correct range of values." Furthermore, we feel we would need to
have some persuasive reason to significantly depart from the 25 mrem/yr
level chosen by the NRC. EPA's technical analysis has not revealed any
such reason so far.



GROUNDWATER PROTECTION

The protection of the Nation's groundwaters is of major importance in
EPA and such a consideration is particularly appropriate in waste disposal

standards. The Agency's Groundwater Protection Strategy calls for the
protection of groundwater commensurate with its value and use, along with
the development of a groundwater classification system. Our approach to
groundwater protection is developed in this context.

Two sets of groundwater protection requirements will be proposed and
public comments solicited. In both proposals Class I groundwaters require
the highest levels of protection and represents those that are highly
vulnerable to contamination and serve as irreplaceable sources of drinking
water for large populations. It is appropriate to give these groundwaters
the highest level of protection, i.e., nondegradation. The two proposals
differ only with raspect to the protection levels for Class II groundwaters
which represent all non-Class I present or potential sources of drinking
water. The first proposal would protect Class II groundwaters from
high-yield aquifers (which are or could be a community water supply) to an
annual effective whole body dose equivalent of 4 mrem, while Class II
groundwaters from low-yield aquifers (which generally could not provide a
community water supply) would be protected as a part of the 25 mrem/yr all
pathways pre- and post-disposal performance standards. The second proposal
would protect all Class II groundwaters, which is by far the largest
category of groundwaters, to an annual effective whole body dose equivalent
of 4 mrem. This level is comparable to the 4 mrem/yr maximum contaminant
level (MCL) for manmade beta particle and photon radioactivity established
for public water supplies by EPA's drinking water standards under the Safe

Drinking Water Act11.

Finally, both proposals recommend the same levels of protection for
Class III groundwaters. Class III A groundwaters are protected to the
level applicable to the highest class of groundwater to which it is
interconnected. Class III B groundwaters would be protected as a part of
the 25 mrem/yr all pathways pre- and post-disposal performance standards.

This is an area where we are particularly interested in receiving
public comment as to the impact of these two alternatives. The evaluation
of these comments will have a major influence on the final standard.

QUALITATIVE REQUIREMENTS

Another area of coverage in the Standard that is being considered is
the matter of qualitative requirements. Such requirements would make clear
the context and assumptions within which we expect the Standard to be
implemented.

These requirements would address areas not appropriate for
quantitative requirements and compensate for the uncertainties that
necessarily accompany plans to isolate radioactive wastes from the
environment for a long time. They would include: (a) limiting the
dependence on active institutional controls (such as guarding, maintenance



or cleanup of releases) after disposal to no more than 100 years;
(b) providing passive institutional measures (such as permanent markers,
records or archives or government ownership), which should reduce the
chance of inadvertent human intrusion beyond the active institutional
control period; (c) requiring monitoring during disposal and post-disposal
phases, which should be done with techniques that would not jeopardize the
isolation of the wastes; and (d) suggesting site location away from areas
containing materials not widely available from other sources (such as
minerals, fuels, and groundwaters).

NARM COVERAGE

The considerations for the regulation of NARM are to:

1. Assure the same disposal of discrete high-activity NARM wastes as
for similar AEA wastes;

2. Provide for a manifest system that will track the NARM waste from
generator to disposal.

An important point on the NARM coverage of an EPA standard is
specifically which NARM wastes are to be covered. We have used the
nomenclature of discrete, nondiffuse, low-volume, high-concentration NARM
waste to describe our intention. We presently are excluding those
high-volume diffuse wastes such as mine overburden and beneficiation
residuals. That is not to say that these latter wastes are not deserving
of some type of regulation. We are merely saying they are not appropriate
for coverage under these LLW Standards, which are focused on regulated
disposal sites operated by state compacts or the federal government.

NARM waste proposed for regulation includes any NARM waste whose
radioactivity concentration exceeds 2 nCi, but exempts certain consumer
items. Individually, such items, such as watches, contain small amounts of
radioactivity and are typically widely dispersed in society. The primary
criterion of the proposed NARM regulation requires the disposal of
regulated NARM in an AEA authorized LLW disposal facility. Such facilities
are either NRC or Agreement State licensed or authorized under DOE
regulations. This subjects regulated NARM waste to the post-disposal
requirements described earlier.

1988 ACTIVITIES

We are now on track to what we see as the final approach to proposing
the LLW and NARM waste standards later this year. We are presently
preparing a series of regulatory support documents which will be available
when the proposed standard is published in the Federal Register. They will
include a draft environmental impact statement which will consist of two
major documents: (a) a Draft Background Information Document
(BID)—providing a technical treatise on the risk assessment including
sources of radiation exposures, routes of exposures, methodology of
assessments, individual and population risk estimates, and an evaluation of
model sensitivity and uncertainties; and (b) a Draft Economic Impact



Assessment (EIA)—providing a complete presentation of the costs of the
controls and cost-effectiveness of the regulatory options. In addition,
the Federal Register notice will include the proposed Standard listing the
requirements discussed earlier, and a preamble to the rule, which discusses
the Agency's decision-making procedure and the rationale for its regulatory
judgments. For the final ruiemaking (probably a year or two after the
proposed rule is issued) an additional volume will be added which
summarizes the Agency's response to public comments.

Our program for the next few months includes finalizing these
documents, review by the Office of Management and Budget, and subsequent
publication in the Federal Register.

CONCLUSION

The EPA Low-Level Radioactive Waste Management program staff believes
the Standards covering the above described areas would provide adequate
protection of members of the general public with a reasonable balance of
risks and costs. However, we recognize that we are somewhat isolated from
the front line of waste disposal activity. The public process that we will
be going through, which includes a formal notice of proposed rulemaking,
public comment, and public hearings will, we hope, provide a mechanism for
receiving a perspective from the "front line." However, it is never too
early to get your viewpoint heard. We hope that this presentation will
encourage some early response and comments on the areas of coverage we are
considering for the EPA Low-Level Radioactive Waste Standard.
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CURRENT STATUS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF
INTERNATIONAL EXEMPTION PRINCIPLES!*)

W. E. Kennedy, Jr.
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Richland, Washington, USA

ABSTRACT

For the past several years, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
has been investigating the possibility of exempting certain radiation sources
and practices from regulatory control. Initial efforts were conducted under
the general heading of de minimi's. Interest in this topic arises from inter-
national recognition that a significant fraction of the wastes from industry,
research, medicine, and the nuclear fuel cycle are contaminated to such low
levels that applying regulatory controls may be unwarranted. The IAEA evalua-
tion has been conducted by Advisory Groups considering two interrelated topics:
to establish principles for exemption, and to apply the principles to various
areas of waste management. The IAEA Advisory Groups developed the criteria
from modeled assessments of the potential radiation exposure pathways and
scenarios for individuals and population groups following the unrestricted
release of radioactive materials. Although the scenarios and models used by
the IAEA are necessarily generic, consultants to the Advisory Groups attempted
to identify the most important radiation exposure pathways based on available
literature. This approach is intended to provide the basic framework for the
numerical derivation of generic exempt quantities that would be conservative
in most situations. This paper discusses the current status of the IAEA's
efforts on the subject of exemption and presents the generic results expressed
as overall exemption limits for municipal wastes and materials for recycle
and reuse.

PRELIMINARY EXEMPTION PRINCIPLES

As the result of the recent IAEA Advisory Group efforts in exemption,
the IAEA published interim general principles for exemption of sources and
practices that may result in both individual and collective doses of very low
significance.i The principles are quite general and applicable to any type
of manmade radiation source that gives rise to trivial risks. They do not,
however, apply to natural sources of radiation. These interim exemption
principles provide a safety margin for selected individuals who may be exposed
to radiation from several exempted sources and to account for the uncertainty
of future human activities. With this safety margin in mind, the IAEA recom-
mended that the individual doses from a single exempted source or practice
should not exceed 1% of the existing individual dose limit for members of
the public, or 10 >tSv. This dose equivalent is less than 0.5% of the annual

(a) This work was supported in part by the International Atomic Energy Agency
and in part by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC06-76RL0
1830.



effective dose equivalent from natural background radiation and is small
compared with the natural variation in background radiation. For skin doses,
the IAEA Advisory Group recommended a dose limit of 1% of the existing limit,
or 500 pSv.i

The IAEA Advisory Group also recommended the control of collective dose.
This would provide additional assurance that many small doses would not total
a significant dose. It would also guard against the possibility that this
could occur without the knowledge of controlling authorities. This is
especially important for sources that are exempt and, therefore, not subject
to notification and registration. The Advisory Group recommended that, as part
of the "basic case" for exemption, the collective effective dose equivalent
commitment from the exempted source or practice be on the order of 1 manSv or
less.i National authorities could therefore exempt sources that give rise to
larger collective doses, but could also establish a condition below which no
further consideration need be given to the radiological basis for exempting a
source. The Advisory Group considered that sources and practices complying
with the conditions relating to individual and collective dose may be exempted
from the normal regulatory requirements of registration and notification, and
treated as if no radiation exposures were involved.

The IAEA received numerous comments on the interim exemption principles
from the participating countries. Many of the comments related to the proposed
collective dose criterion, which normally was used only as a tool in the optimi-
zation process. Applying this criterion was considered to be overly restrictive
and was limiting for many of the cases under review. Another major issue was
the definition of a practice. This definition is directly related to the
collective dose criterion, which creates a problem, because the numerical
criterion takes on a very different significance depending on how a practice
is defined. For example, if the practice of exemption for recycle means appli-
cation to the material from a single reactor, the derived limits would likely
be quite different than those derived where the practice is defined to cover
the material from all reactors.

Because of these concerns, it became evident to the IAEA that further
discussions were needed if a firm international consensus on exemption
principles were to result. In response, the IAEA called an Advisory Group
meeting in Vienna, Austria, in March 1988, to modify the interim statement.
The Advisory Group was co-sponsored by the IAEA and the Nuclear Energy Agency
(NEA) of the Office for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD). The
Advisory Group prepared a guidance document that recommends a policy on
exemption.2 This policy calls for the system of notification, registration,
and licensing prescribed in the IAEA Basic Safety Standards for Radiation
Protection.3 The document allows exemption on a generic or case-specific
basis. The revised definition of a practice for exemption purposes is: "a
set of co-ordinated and continuing activities involving radiation exposure
which are aimed at a given purpose, or the combination of a number of similar
such sets."2

The Advisory Group further clarified the basis for exemption stating
that two basic criteria to determine a candidate for exemption are: 1) radia-
tion protection must be optimized (as shown through a cost/benefit analysis)
and 2) individual risks must be sufficiently low. In determining a trivial
level of individual dose, a trivial risk level must be chosen, and average
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natural background levels should be considered as a reference level. The
Advisory Group concluded that most authors identify trivial levels of risk to
be in the range of 10-6 to 10-7 per year.2 Using a risk factor of 10~2 Sv-1,
a trivial dose range of 10-100 /*Sv per year results. Comparison with natural
background gave a trivial effective dose equivalent range of 20-100 >*Sv per
year. The Advisory Group concluded that, regardless of the source, a trivial
level of dose could be assured if it did not exceed the order of some 10's of
pSv per year.2 Accounting for the potential for exposure to many individual
exempted sources, critical group doses on the order of 10 /*Sv per year would
be reasonable.

The Advisory Group further concluded that optimization of protection
must be considered analogously to the requirements in the IAEA basic safety
standard.2 The optimal level of protection is achieved when the next spending
level exceeds the health detriment averted. Using the IAEA minimum value of
a manSv (of $3,000 per manSv in 1983 dollars)4 a source-related trivial col-
lective dose for exemption on the order of a few manSv results. For continuing
practices, the Advisory Group interpreted that a commitment of about 1 manSv
per year of practice would be reasonable. The Advisory Group's acceptance of
the concept of optimization allows a previously prohibited degree of flexibility
if individual risks are appropriately low. The IAEA plans to publish the
Advisory Group report as a full Safety Series publication in the near future.

DESCRIPTION OF GENERIC METHODS

The main objectives of additional IAEA Advisory Group efforts to develop
generic exempt quantities have been:

• to illustrate a methodology for developing practical radiological criteria
through the application of the IAEA preliminary exemption principles,

• to establish generic criteria, and

• to determine the practicability of the preliminary exemption principles.

Exempt quantities, expressed in units that relate to radiation-detecting
instruments, are a more practical expression of the general exemption princi-
ples. The steps used by the IAEA Advisory Groups in deriving exempt quantities
for a defined source or practice are:

• to establish a series of radiation exposure scenarios that account for
various exposure pathways and conditions,

• to estimate the resulting radiation doses to individuals and population
groups for these scenarios,

• to determine the limiting (highest dose) scenario for each radionuclide,
and

• to determine the concentration of individual radionuciides that would
result in the exemption criteria (dose limits).

11



In assessing the radiation doses, the IAEA Advisory Group advised careful
selection of parameters, assumptions, and data.* For their assessments, the
IAEA Advisory Group and their consultants judged scenarios on the likelihood
of their occurrence leading to human exposure and on the likely magnitude of
those exposures. In addition, estimating the potential exposure of a critical
population group was necessary.

In their evaluations to date, the IAEA Advisory Groups considered:

• disposal of exempt wastes in a sanitary landfill;*

• disposal of exempt wastes by incineration;«

• recycle of contaminated steel, aluminum, or concrete;(a) and

• reuse of concrete buildings, tools, or equipment.(<0

The radiation exposure pathways included external exposure to penetrating
radiation, inhalation of airborne material, and ingestion of contaminated
foods or removable surface contamination (through secondary transfer from
hands to the mouth). A variety of representative radionuclides were considered
to fully explore the radionuclide-dependence of the resulting exemption limits.
These radionuclides were chosen to represent alpha emitters (239pu and 24lAm),
high-energy photon emitters (60Co), low-energy photon emitters (55Fe), and pure
beta emitters (90sr and 9 9 T C ) .

The potential radiation exposures resulting from different generic
scenarios have a probability of occurrence that may range from zero to one.
Thus, the IAEA used their collective judgment to select scenarios for the
derivation of exempt quantities. They paid most attention to those scenarios
where individuals could have direct contact with the radioactive materials.
These scenarios included workers at landfills, incinerators, smelters, or
recycle centers, and consumers who may use materials made from recycled
materials or who reuse released buildings, tools, or equipment. Additional
scenarios, such as use of ground water near a landfill or release of volatilized
material through the stack at a smelter, were also included to provide an
estimate of the likely collective dose.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Example results for the groupings of reference radionuclides and the
various types of exemption considered by the IAEA Advisory Group are summarized
in Table 1. The results are presented in terms of reasonably expected ranges,
based on the various radionuclides in each group and on the expected variation
among exposure scenarios. Control is lost in the fate of exempted materials
through unrestricted release. Thus, material exempted for recycle or reuse
could'be disposed of in a landfill, or material exempted to a landfill could

(a) As described in a draft working document on "The Application of
Exemption Principles to Wastes from Decommissioning and Recycle of
Materials from Nuclear Facilities," by the International Atomic Energy
Agency, Vienna, Austria, 1988.
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be recycled or reused. Because of the lack of future control, the proposal
has been wade that a single exempt quantity should be established that would
cover all alternative future conditions, without specifying limitations for
landfill disposal, incineration, recycle, or reuse. This overall limit appears
to be possible because of a close grouping of the results shown in Table 1
across most radionuclide and unrestricted-release categories.

Three potential groupings of released material are: 1) mass concentrations
(in units of Bq g~l), 2) surface contamination in buildings (in units of
Bq cm-2), and 3) surface contamination on reused tools and equipment (in units
of Bq cm-2). Further, it appears that a set of radionuclide groupings could
be made by combining the high-energy photon emitters and alpha emitters into
a single grouping across all categories. The overall exemption limits resulting
from such re-grouping are summarized in Table 2.

Again, ranges of values are shown to denote the potential variations of
radionuclides and exposure conditions. For mixtures, the sum-of-the-fractions
rule could be applied. The net result for mixtures is that the limit is con-
trolled by the most restrictive radionuclides present. It may be noted that
for all scenarios considered, the individual dose criterion is limiting in
relation to the exempt mass concentration and surface contamination limits.
However, the collective dose criterion is the determining factor in assessing
the total quantity of material that may be buried, incinerated, or recycled.
The IAEA work will continue because further studies are needed to determine
whether additional practical considerations (including costs and detectability)
will change results or basic conclusions. At the same time, the preliminary
exemption principles will be reviewed again, taking due account of the ex-
perience gained through application of these principles.
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TABLE 1. Example Exempt Quantities for Various Exemption Categories

High-Energy Low-Energy

Exemption Category

Sanitary Landfill
(Bq g-1)

Incineration
(Bq g-1)

Recycle(b)
(Bq g-1)

Building Reuse
(Bq cm-2)

Reuse of Tools and
Equipment (Bq cm-2)

Alpha
Emitters

1 - 10

0.1 - 100

1 - 10

1 - 5

10 - 100

Photon
Emitters

0.1 - 10

0.5 - 10

1 - 10

0.004 - 1

10 - 100

Photon
Emitters

(a)

(a)

10* - 105

10 - 100

60 - 500

Pure Beta
Emitters

300 - 600

102 - 103

40 - 300

60 - 500

102 - 103

(a) No radionuclides were considered for the scenarios shown.
(b) For recycle of steel, aluminum, or concrete rubble.

TABLE 2. Preliminary Exemption Limits for all Release Categories

Limit Category

Mass Concentration
(Bq g-1)

Building Surfaces
(Bq cm-2)

Reuse of Tools and
Equipment (Bq cm-2)

High-Energy
Photon and

Alpha Emitters

1 - 10

0.1 - 1.0

101 - 102

Low-Energy
Photon and Pure
Beta Emitters

102 - 103

102 - 103

102 - 103
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A Utility Perspective on BRC
Brian Farrell, EEI/UNWMG

Presented to the Tenth Annual DOE LLW Conference

Good afternoon. So far today we've heard about EPA's LLW
standard, and the development of international exemption
principles. Yet to come are specific reports on NRC and EPA BRC
activities. Before discussing these specific regulatory
programs, however, it is useful to examine what policies have
been enacted, what the industry response was, and what lessons
were learned from this for future actions.

First off, I should tell you that I am the Program Manager
for LLW for the Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group. UNWMG is
an activity funded by 45 utilities with nuclear power programs.
We represent the utility industry on HLW and LLW issues in
legislative, regulatory, and technical proceedings. The program
is administered by the Edison Electric Institute in Washington,
DC. As you probably know, utilities produce approximately 50%
of the nation's commercial LLW. We therefore have a strong
interest in the progress of BRC regulations. Before I discuss
BRC, however, I'd like to examine waste disposal volumes.

An interesting thing has happened with commercial LLW
volumes. From 1984 to 1987 the annual disposal volume dropped
from 2.7 to 1.8 million cubic feet. The utility portion of
commercial LLW also declined, even though the number of power
reactors was increasing. While the number of reactors increased
from 79 to 99, the utility share of the total waste volume
declined from 62% to 50%, that is, from 1.6 million cubic feet to
920,000 cubic feet. That is a drop in the average reactor volume
from over 20,000 cubic feet to about 9,000 cubic feet. We used
to talk about the need to conserve precious disposal capacity.
Now it sometimes seems that the waste is the valuable commodity.

This tremendous decrease in waste generation is obviously in
response to the high (and increasing) disposal fees, the high
(and increasing) surcharges, and the uncertain, low (and
decreasing) disposal allocations. In addition, states, compacts,
NRC and the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations have all urged
utilities to reduce waste volumes.

This decrease has been accomplished by three means:
minimization of waste generation through improved management;
reduction of waste volume through improved technology, and—to a
limited extent—the use of BRC disposal.

Let me turn now to the subject of BRC regulation.
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As we've heard, many international, national, and state
organizations have suggested or implemented BRC regulations. The
utility industry supports these efforts. In fact, the industry
has been advocating the development of a BRC policy for over 10
years, and has sponsored numerous reports and papers on the
subject. In recent years, the industry has taken five major
actions in its effort to assist in the development of rational,
practical, national BRC regulation.

First, in August of 1984 EEI and UNWMG petitioned NRC for
BRC disposal of very slightly contaminated waste oil. The
petition set forth radionuclide concentrations that should be
allowed for various oil disposal options. Unfortunately, we were
ahead of our time, and NRC could not determine how to address the
petition. Now, four years after the petition was submitted, NRC
appears ready to grant a proposed rule allowing the on-site
burning of oil, if radionuclide releases do not exceed the
plant's technical specifications. In the meantime, several
utilities have received permission to burn oil on a case-by-case
basis. Therefore, as one NRC staffer has said, it has taken NRC
four years to issue a rule to allow licensees to do something
they are already doing.

Industry's second major recent action on BRC was to comment
on the NRC Policy Statement on Radioactive Waste Below Regulatory
Concern, issued in August of 1986. We submitted 23 pages of
comments, and were strongly supportive of the BRC concept. We
also, however, had three major concerns. First, we believe the
petition process that is laid out requires too much information
from petitioners and inappropriately delegates certain NRC
functions to petitioners. Second, three of the decision criteria
appear to be inappropriate and should be dropped (those relating
to collective dose, societal costs, and regulatory obstacles).
Four other decision criteria should be modified (those relating
to environmental impacts, scope of the exemption, scope of
characterization, and recycle). Our third concern was that we
felt that NRC precluded without adequate justification the
expedited handling of petitions that Congress asked for. Our
comments were submitted in October of 1986. NRC has not formally
responded.

The third major recent action undertaken by the industry
quickly followed: we commented on the Advance Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking on Generic BRC that NRC issued in December, 1986. We
once again supported the BRC concept, and offered specific advice
on how to implement a practical, realistic standard. The NRC
Commissioners have since directed the staff to develop a Policy
Statement on Generic BRC, with a briefing on the subject set for
September 16. We are eagerly awaiting this Statement.

The fourth action by the utility industry was largely in
response to the 1986 Policy Statement. The Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) has initiated a two year, $2.5 million
program to develop the basis for an industry BRC petition to NRC.
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EPRI contractors have visited ten reactors, collected and
analyzed over three thousand waste samples, and undertaken 16
different technical tasks. The Technical Advisory Committee for
the program is meeting this week, and EPRI, EEI/UNWMG, and NUMARC
will be working together this fall to develop a petition to
exempt certain reactor waste from licensed disposal. Even though
we don't agree with all fourteen decision criteria in the Policy
Statement, this program will address all the criteria (at a
substantial cost).

The final industry action I'll discuss is not a unified
position organized through a central association. Rather, it is
the approximately 25 petitions to authorize alternate disposal
methods submitted by individual utilities. NRC regulations, in
10 CFR 20.302(a), provide that "any licensee...may apply to the
Commission for approval of proposed procedures to dispose of
licensed material in a manner not otherwise authorized...."
There have been approximately 25 petitions, filed by about 10
utilities, approved to date. The waste streams are generally
high volume, very low activity streams, such as contaminated
soil, sand, sludge, or oil. These 20.302 petitions have been
successful and will probably continue to be used by the industry
in the near future, although due to differences in local
regulatory climates, this option is not equally available to all
utilities.

So where does that leave us? The industry has submitted
extensive comments on recent NRC actions. Various utilities have
received approval for alternate disposal of specific, identified
wastes. NRC is developing a response to the industry-wide
petition for waste oil disposal. And the industry is putting
together an extensive, expensive program to once again petition
NRC, this time for a broad spectrum of waste under the 1986
Policy Statement.

What would the industry like to see emerge from all this?
What's on our wish list? First, many in the industry would like
to see a broad definition of de minimis. This is not BRC.
Rather it is a negligible risk level, or true de minimis, a risk
so low as to not merit any further consideration. This could
have a positive impact on radwaste processing, but it appears
that the two NRC Policy Statements and the EPA Standard deal with
waste that is BRC. and exempt from regulatory control, not de
minimis. So, for the present time, a de minimis risk level is
not in the works.

What is in the works is specific BRC, i.e., specific,
identified, quantified waste streams, going to specific,
identified, quantified disposal facilities. This involves a
judgment that the cost of further regulation is greater than the
benefit of that regulation, and thus the material need not go to
a licensed disposal facility. Some limited regulation of the
waste may be warranted to ensure that the specified BRC values
are met.
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Given this reality, the utility industry would like to see
several things happen. First, NRC should process any petition
submitted under the Policy Statement on an expedited basis. The
regulatory framework allows for expedited treatment, and Congress
called for it in the Amendments Act.

Second, the BRC limits should be reasonable and realistic,
and not reflect undue layers of conservatism. Since BRC is not
the same as de minimis, and is not complete deregulation, and
since some controls will remain to ensure dose limits are met,
uncertainty will be greatly reduced. Therefore, limits should
not be set unreasonably low.

Third, any BRC regulation needs to be practical and useful.
It needs to be something that can be easily applied and used in a
powerpXant setting, for example as a table of activity values or
a specific monitoring procedure.

Fourth, BRC regulation must be implemented by the agreement
states. The Commission should require agreement states to adopt
BRC regulations that are fully consistent with NRC rules. As NRC
stated in the Policy Statement, "equity also suggests that all
waste generators be able to take advantage of BRC options as part
of their waste management strategies....the concept should be
applicable nationwide.14 We would be happy to help provide
information and assistance to the states in this process.

In closing, let me read a relevant quote.

In 1984, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS)
said that the' setting of de minimis values would accomplish
several things. These are all true of BRC as well. The ACRS
said:

Establishment of the values would foster consistency,
equity and reasonableness in regulation; it would help
in setting regulatory priorities; and it would help
expedite the solving of certain regulatory problems.
In addition, such values would reduce regulatory and
compliance costs by obviating the need to devote
resources to consideration of trivial levels of
radiation exposure. Establishment of such values
would also promote better public understanding and
acceptance of the potential effects of radiation.

We couldn't have said it better. In the last five years:

In 1983, EPA published its ANPR on the LLH standard, asking for
input on BRC issues.

In 1984, EEI and UNWMG petitioned NRC for BRC disposal of waste
oil.
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In 1985, the Low Level Waste Amendments Act required NRC to
develop procedures and the capability to expeditiously act on BRC
petitions.

In 1986, NRC issued, and received comments on the Policy
Statement and the ANPR on BRC, and on the revised Part 20.

In 1987, the EPRI BRC research program began.

In March of this year, the NRC Commissioners asked the staff to
develop a Policy Statement on Generic BRC.

The utility industry hopes that the time has finally come
for realistic, practical, expedited BRC.

Thank you for your attention.

I'd be happy to answer any questions you might have.
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CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF
EPA'S PROPOSED BRC CRITERIA

William F. Hoi comb
James M. Gruhlke
Floyd L. Galpin

Office of Radiation Programs
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Washington, D.C. 20460

ABSTRACT

To support the concept of criteria for potential BRC wastes the EPA
has developed technical information, cost data, a methodology for analyzing
promising candidate waste streams, and a rationale for proposing the
criteria. Risk assessments to support the BRC criteria include an analysis
of surrogate radioactive waste streams, disposal alternatives, and diverse
demographic settings. In arriving at a proposed BRC level, EPA carefully
weighed and considered many factors. Foremost was protection of the public
and the development of an exposure level with assurance of no undue risk.
Also considered were other daily risks encountered, ability to demonstrate
compliance, guidance for similar exemptions by other groups, consistency
with other regulated risk levels, general population health risks, maximum
annual exposures to critical population groups, and the costs presently
associated with the regulation of these wastes.

INTRODUCTION

In August 1983, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
published an advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, stating the Agency's
intention to develop generally applicable environmental standards for the
land disposal of low-level radioactive waste (LLW). The standard will have
criteria defining radiation exposures related to radioactive waste disposal
that are sufficiently small that they do not need to be regulated regarding
their radiation hazard, i.e., a level "Below Regulatory Concern" (BRC).

Any waste meeting these criteria could be disposed of as a
nonradioactive waste. However, it would have to be disposed of in
compliance with other applicable disposal regulations depending on its
content, e.g., the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
regulations if it contains RCRA hazardous materials.

These BRC criteria are being developed under the authority of

Reorganization Plan Number 3 of 1970 and the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
3

as amended . They will apply to facilities licensed and regulated by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) or Agreement States, or owned and
operated by the Department of Energy (DOE) and their contractors. To date
the technical risk and cost-effectiveness analyses supporting the
development of BRC criteria have been completed and recommendations prepared.
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The Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985
endorsed the BRC concept, and required the NRC to establish procedures for
acting expeditiously on petitions to exempt specific radioactive waste
streams from the NRC's regulations. An NRC Policy Statement was issued in
August, 1986, outlining guidance for filing a petition for rulemaking to

exempt specific waste streams . The question no longer remains of
whether or not we ought to have a category of material "below regulatory
concern," but "how" it should be defined and implemented. We believe EPA's
role in this process is to define the radiation exposure that should be
allowed in this deregulation. There appears to be a definable amount of
waste that could be deregulated with minimal risk to the public and at the
same time, worthwhile cost savings would accrue to the generators.

PHILOSOPHICAL APPROACH

It is not practical to reduce radiation exposure from disposal of all
materials to absolute zero, because there is some radioactivity in all
materials as the result of naturally occurring radionuclides. This
includes all wastes, the buildings we live in, ordinary municipal garbage,
and the human body. Therefore, we believe that when LLW contains
sufficiently small concentrations of radioactivity, there is no reason,
from a public health point of view, why they cannot be disposed of as we
would normal trash. Therefore, at some level of risk, the effort and
expense of further regulation overshadows the gain in increased risk
reduction. However, this is not to say that there is no remaining risk or
that any form of waste disposal is risk free. EPA recognizes that this
remaining risk should be estimated and limited with adequate assurance that
it does not become unreasonable.

The term "Below Regulatory Concern" (BRC) has been chosen to describe
the Agency's intentions and to demonstrate that careful analysis was made
before proposing a level below which disposal in a regulated LLW facility
is no longer warranted.

It should be noted that EPA's concept of BRC is not one of a
de minimis level. BRC as used here is based on a careful determination of
specific sources of exposure, i.e., waste disposal, and that the
radiological impacts will be localized. The concept of a de minimis level
does not consider specific practices, costs or facility locations, but
refers to a level of negligible risk from all sources of radiation exposure
or any other potential insult. It is important to emphasize that this BRC
concept is not a finding of de minimis risk. That is why the proposed BRC
criteria apply only to LLW disposal and not to any other radiation control
activity. However, the BRC criterion does establish a floor to the
practice of as-low-as-reasonably-achievable (ALARA) for LLW management.

METHODOLOGY AND HEALTH IMPACTS

To set a BRC level that would provide adequate public health and
environmental protection a methodology was developed for assessing health
impacts, i.e., the cumulative population health effects and critical
population group (CPG) dose exposure.
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In order to estimate the possible doses and economic impacts resulting
from potential BRC deregulation, EPA modeled several scenarios of possible
waste streams, disposal methods, and various demographic and
hydrogeologic/climatic settings. Surrogate types of LLW were chosen to
represent a wide variety of waste generators, such as power reactors,
uranium fuel fabrication and processing facilities, industrial facilities,
medical facilities and educational facilities (6).

EPA's choice of surrogates was done for the purposes of this analysis
only. EPA is not implying that these streams should all be BRC candidates,
and in fact, some of the streams are clearly questionable BRC candidates.
Also, it must be kept in mind that EPA will not be involved in the
regulatory selection of actual BRC wastes. This will be done by the
implementing agencies.

One of the main differences in the risk analysis for the disposal of
regulated LLW and the risk analysis for BRC waste is that the LLW analysis
is based on exposure to the offsite population, i.e., the general public
and not occupational radiation workers (because of EPA's limited standard
setting authority under the AEA), while the BRC populations include onsite
workers, since such persons are neither radiation workers subject to
occupational radiation standards nor are they within a regulated site.

Next it was necessary to select reasonable disposal methods for such
wastes. Consideration of the numerous generators represented by the
surrogate waste types indicated the very real possibility that a given
municipal waste disposal site might receive such waste from more than one
generator. To account for this, localized disposal scenarios were
constructed. Each scenario combined a generic BRC disposal method with
selected groups of candidate BRC waste types. Generic BRC scenarios
included a variety of disposal methods, i.e., municipal sanitary landfills,
dumps, onsite landfills, and incineration methods situated in rural,
suburban, and urban demographic settings. Additional scenarios were
constructed to include existing waste streams presently not regulated to
provide a comparison and perspective for our analysis.

Health effects and radiation doses were estimated for the general
population and the r,PG. The members of the CPG included garbage collectors
who might collect the wastes, onsite disposal facility workers doing
routine incineration and disposal operations, reclaimers, inadvertent
intruders, and nearby residents exposed to water, food, and inhalation
pathways. The number of health effects to the general population over
10,000 years was calculated. Individual radiation doses were calculated as
a maximum annual radiation dose for 10,000 years to an individual in the

CPG. Estimated lifetime risks were also calculated for the CPG.

As an example, it was found that:

o The majority of health effects were incurred in the first 1000
years

o The dominant pathways for the annual doses include the external
gamma exposure to the transportation worker, groundwater and
biointrusion
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o The dominant radionuclides were Co-60, Cs-137, and C-14.

The localized BRC waste disposal scenarios were based on what EPA felt
to be realistic cases involving the disposal of certain surrogate BRC waste
streams by a variety of generators. Such an analysis also provides an
assessment of the risk associated with additive disposal of numerous BRC
waste streams at one site. In addition, EPA has performed a national
economic assessment of potential BRC waste streams.

Cost Benefit Analysis

A cost-benefit evaluation was done for a range of alternative exposure
levels from 0.1 to 15 mrem/yr. All of the alternative nonzero BRC exposure
levels could reduce the volume of regulated LLW. Volumes of regulated
waste could be reduced by up to 43%, with attendant cost savings ranging up
to over $700 million over a 20-year period, except at the very low levels
of exposure where it would require considerable expense to regulate those

materials presently not being regulated.

To evaluate the risks and economics of the BRC waste disposal concept
on a national basis, each selected BRC waste stream was considered
separately for both a population and CPG analysis. As shown by our
analysis each specific waste stream is responsible for additional health
effects and increased CPG exposures. It is, therefore, possible to vary
both the population health effects and the CPG dose by selecting the
appropriate waste streams to be declared BRC. The risks and economics of
any alternative BRC standard can then be examined by eliminating the waste
streams contributing the highest dose until the remaining BRC waste meet a

o

particular alternative BRC criterion.

EPA APPROACH TO PROPOSED CRITERIA

The proposed 40 CFR Part 193 would establish individual radiation
exposure limits for defining LLW with sufficiently low levels of
radioactivity to be considered BRC in regard to their radiation hazard. In
examining the population risk and the maximum individual risk, we find that
the exclusion of certain waste sources (including specific radionuclides
such as Co-60) would reduce the health effects to less than 1 in 10,000
years and the CPG to less than 4 mrem/yr.

With the 1985 endorsement of Congress the number of actions
deregulating certain categories or concentrations can be expected to
increase. EPA wants to ensure that these decisions are made within a
context that uses appropriate criteria to ensure adequate health protection
from all such actions individually and cumulatively. Setting a BRC
criterion should ensure that end.

In arriving at a proposed BRC level the Agency has carefully weighed
and considered many factors. Foremost in our analysis was protection of
the public and the environment. Our approach was to develop an exposure
level with assurance of no undue risk.
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An initial premise was that since this would be a criterion for not
regulating certain waste streams, and therefore would not involve any
monitoring or follow-up, there would be less certainty in its
confirmation. Such a case indicated it should be a level below the limit
for regulated disposal. Additionally, as we see it, the concept of
as-low-as-reasonably-achievable (ALARA) is indeed related to BRC. A
regulatory cut-off, i.e., BRC, may be appropriately viewed as a floor to
ALARA. The proper perspective, we believe, is that there is a standard or
upper limit (the level for regulated disposal) below which one practices
ALARA, and then at some lower level (BRC) there could be a regulatory
cut-off where we say that for this practice it isn't worth the effort to
try and go any lower. This would hopefully allow regulatory resources to
be expended more effectively. If one were to have a true de minimis
generic risk level it would be below the BRC.

Next at the BRC level, the health risk should be very small when
compared to other risks we encounter HI our daily lives. The Agency
considered: (a) the risk from natural background radiation, which is on

the order of 3 x 10~3 to 10~2 lifetime; and (b) the lifetime risk of

developing fatal cancer, which is about 2 x 10 . Additionally, the
staff has also considered the risk the public is accustomed to taking in
normal involuntary activities in everyday living, which appear to be on the

order of 10"4 to 10~6 lifetime.9'10

Another consideration was that if a person were exposed to several
deregulated waste streams the total risk should still be small. Our health
impact analysis, even using multiple waste stream scenarios, indicated

lifetime risks of less than 6 x 1Q~4.

Based on these evaluations, EPA considered several specific regulatory
options for BRC, all of which represented levels of protection more
stringent than for proposed limits on regulated LLW disposal. These
options ranged upward from the position that there would be no BRC criteria
allowed, in which case the regulated disposal of all wastes would be
required as long as any radioactivity remained.

The other options considered included criteria for the less
restrictive disposal of BRC with limits of 0.1 mrem/yr, 1 mrem/yr,
4 mrem/yr and 15 mrem/yr to the individual, which result in a lifetime risk

of 2.8 x 10"6, 2.8 x 10 "5, 1.1 x 10"4 and 4.2 x 10~4, respectively.

Another regulatory option was to accept the current practice. EPA
would either stop its BRC effort or endorse the existing practice of
case-by-case deregulations.

As a result of the cost-effective analysis it was found that at some
BRC criterion levels below 1 mrem/yr, the present costs could greatly
increase and consumer product sources previously exempted by the NRC (e.g.,
smoke detectors and luminescence devices) would require regulation with no
appreciable reduction in the number of health effects.
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In considering a BRC level that would allow the generators to
reasonably demonstrate compliance, it was felt that a BRC level of
15 mrem/yr would be too close to the recommended post-disposal standard and
other EPA radiation standards to provide practical discrimination between
the two. In addition, a 15 mrem/yr level does not provide significant cost
savings over the next level, considering the increased health effects.

Another consideration was the guidance for similar exemptions being
developed by other countries and international organizations. The Canadian
Atomic Energy Control Board and the United Kingdom's National Radiological
Protection Board have issued documents proposing a 5 mrem/yr dose criterion
to members of the public to be used for case-by-case analysis of
applications for license exemptions for radioactive waste disposal.

The International Atomic Energy Agency has considered a de minimis
dose of 1 mrem yr to the average individual in the CPG for ocean dumping
and for quantities of solid radioactive waste for uncontrolled disposal by
incineration and landfill. The International Commission on Radiological
Protection has also adopted a radiation protection principle of an annual
individual dose exemption criterion of 1 mrem. These latter de minimi's
recommendations differ from BRC, in that they are value judgments of
negligible risk and make no attempt to consider the cost of regulation.

In considering our BRC level we also took note of other deregulated
risk levels used by other government programs. Of special note was the

_i
4 mrem/yr dose level (1.1 x 10 lifetime risk) set for man-made
radioactivity considerations in the National Interim Drinking Water
standards.

Another consideration was the cumulative population health effect. In
our BRC range (0.1 to 15) the additional health effects would be of the
order of less than 0.001 to 0.05 per year over the 10,000 years.

All of these considerations and evaluations, together with our risk
analysis, indicate that many wastes could be disposed of without
consideration of their very low levels of radioactivity. As a result, a
judgment was made and a proposed BRC value of 4 mrem/yr (a lifetime risk of

-4
1.1 x 10 ) chosen with reasonable assurance of protecting the public and
the environment with minimal incremental risks. The Agency considers the
concept of BRC wastes to be both feasible and cost effective.

Implementation Guidelines

In addition to the BRC 4 mrem limit for an annual effective whole body
dose equivalent criterion, and whatever other factors may be deemed
relevant by the NRC or DOE for classifying a BRC waste, there are several
additional factors EPA considers necessary for an agency making a
deregulatory decision to consider: the collective dose to the general
population; characterizing the waste with certainty; the waste's potential
for recycle; and recordkeeping.

An evaluation of the collective dose, and thus the risk to the
population, is a necessary part of any cost-benefit evaluations. It must
be estimated to ensure that there is no overall significant impact on
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public health and it will also serve as an indication of, and thus a
measure to deter, the practice of waste dilution to reach the BRC
individual exposure limits.

It is also important to be able to characterize with reasonable
certainty the waste streams' physical, chemical, and radiological
characteristics. Using actual source terms will also allow more accurate
modeling of impacts through specific environmental pathways. The waste
should have negligible potential recycle value so it will not be attractive
to scavengers who might otherwise take the waste and use it.

It is important that sufficient recordkeeping and reporting
requirements be included to provide the regulatory agency with adequate
information to understand where and how much BRC waste is being disposed
of. Records containing this information will be needed to document how the
BRC concept is working in actual practice.

1988 ACTIVITIES

We are now on track to what we see as the final approach to proposing
the LLW standard (including a BRC criterion) sometime this year. We are
presently preparing a series of regulatory support documents which will be
available when the proposed standard is published in the Federal Register.
They will include a draft environmental impact statement, which will
consist of two major documents: (a) a Draft Background Information
Document (BID)—providing a technical treatise on the risk assessment
including sources of radiation exposures, routes of exposures, methodology
of assessments, individual and population risk, and model
sensitivity/uncertainties; (b) a Draft Economic Impact Assessment
(EIA)—providing a complete presentation of our evaluation of the costs of
the controls and cost-effectiveness of the regulatory options. In
addition, the Federal Register notice will include the proposed standard
listing the requirements discussed earlier and a preamble to the rule which
discusses how the Agency went about its decision process and why it made
the decisions it dfd.

CONCLUSION

The Agency considers the concept of BRC wastes to be both feasible and
protective of the public health while providing a considered balance of the
residual risks and associated cost/benefit implications. Our analyses
indicate that many wastes could be disposed of without consideration of
their very low radioactivity, while still protecting public health and the
environment. The existence of a BRC level defines the lower limit of
performing regulatory activity. Such a limit eliminates uncertainty as to
the extent of regulatory resources applied and hopefully allows resources
to be expended more effectively. We acknowledge there are obvious and
practical difficulties. If we can succeed in establishing BRC criteria, we
can be sure of two things: (1) it will have a practical and a very useful
impact, and (2) it will probably become a topic of discussion, because some
will see it as an undesirable precedent—any easing of regulatory burden
being equated with a retreat. Nevertheless, we are convinced that it is an
appropriate goal, and that it can be accomplished if pursued in a
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reasonable and prudent manner. However, it is important to note that this
BRC criterion will apply only to LLW disposal and not to any other
radiation control activities. The EPA is continuing, therefore, to move
ahead and develop a generally applicable standard with BRC criteria. We
anticipate issuing the proposed LLW standard with BRC criteria sometime in
1988.

The public process that we will be going through, which includes a
formal Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, public comment, and public hearings
will, we hope, provide a mechanism for receiving a perspective from the
"front lines." However, it is never too early to get your viewpoint
heard. We hope that this presentation will encourage some early response
and comments on the areas of coverage, such as BRC, we are considering for
the EPA LLW Standard.
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STATUS REPORT ON NRC'S CURRENT BELOW REGULATORY CONCERN ACTIVITIES

KITTY S. DRAGONETTE
DIVISION OF LOW-LEVEL WASTE MANAGEMENT

AND DECOMMISSIONING, NMSS
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON DC 20555

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The concept of Below Regulatory Concern (BRC> is not new to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) or its predecessor agency, the
Atomic Energy Commission. The regulations and licensing decisions
have involved limited and de facto decisions on BRC since the
beginning. For example, consumer products containing radioactive
materials have been approved for distribution to persons exempt from
licensing -for some time and procedures for survey and release of
equipment have traditionally been a part of many licensees'
radiation safety programs. However, these actions have generally
been ad hoc decisions in response to specific needs and have not
been necessarily consistent. The need to deal with this regulatory
matter has been receiving attention from both Congress and the NRC
Commissioners. NRC response has grown from addressing specific
waste streams, to generic rulemaking for wastes, and finally to
efforts to develop a broad generic BRC policy.

Section 1O of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
of 19B5 addressed NRC actions on specific waste streams. In
response, NRC issued guidance on rulemaking petitions for specific
wastes. NRC also issued an advance notice of proposed rulemaking
indicating consideration of Commission initiated regulations to
address BRC wastes in a generic manner. The Commissioners have
directed staff to develop an umbrella policy for all agency
decisions concerning levels of risk or dose that do not require
government regulation.

SPECIFIC WASTE STREAMS

Section 1O: "Radioactive Waste Below Regulatory Concern" required
the NRC to establish standards and procedures and the technical
capability to act in an expedited manner on petitions to exempt
specific waste streams from regulation and do so in six months
(July 19B&>. NRC responded to Section 10 with three actions.
First, a Commission Policy Statement and Staff Implementation Plan
were published August 29, 1986 (51 FR 30B39). These two documents
provide guidance to potential rulemaking petitioners to supplement
the regulations in 1O CFR 2.802. The policy statement outlines the
decision criteria the Commission intends to use that should make
expedited handling possible. The statement assumed that generators
would pool resources and address waste streams common to categories
of licensees. It claced the primary burden on the petitioner to
collect data and information and tc evaluate the impacts of various
disp̂ s.=tl options 'or the west?; stream in question. Disposal options
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include onsite burial or inceneration, burial at sanitary landfill
or hazardous waste facilities, or treatment or incineration at
municipal or hazardous waste facilities. The policy statement was
based on the premise that waste would become BRC when received by
the sanitary landfill operator, for example, and the operator would
not need to monitor or keep records.

Second, a computer code for calculating radiological impacts from
unregulated disposal was adapted for personal computer use and a
draft user guide was published in July of 1986 (Volume 2 of
NUREG/CR-35B5). Subquently, NRC has contracted with Sandia National
Laboratory to critique, validate, and verify the computer code
IMPACTS-BRC. NRC has also secured contractual support from
Brookhaven National Laboratory for assistance in evaluating waste
characteristics. These two contracts enhance NRC 's technical
capability to process petitions in an expedited manner as required
by Section 10. The Division of Low—Level Waste Management and
Decommissioning is also preparing a draft petition standard review
plan to facilitate reviews.

The third action was the advance notice of proposed rulemaking
CANPRM) published on December 2, 1986 (51 FR 433-S7) . This notice
will be brie-fly reviewed in the next section.

The August 1986 policy statement did not grant approval for BRC
disposals. Rulemaking is required and must be conducted in
accordance with normal rulemaking procedures, including noticing
proposed rules for public comment. The nuclear power community has
the most comprehensive program for developing petitions an specific
wastes streams. The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) is
developing the technical basis for eight waste streams with a
two-year and *2 million effort. The Edison Electric Institute (EEI)
expects to file four petitions using the EPRI work before the end of
calandar 1988. The four arei 1) compactable dry trash from
pressurized water reactors (PWRs) and boiling water reactors (BWRs);
2) waste oil from PWRs and BWRs; 3) soil from PWRs and BWRs and BWR
grit; and 4) PWR secondary side resins. The Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico filed the only petition received to date. The supporting
documents are missing and being obtained; consequently no decision
on expedited handling has been made at the time this paper was
submitted.

GENERIC RULE ON BRC WASTE

The ANPRIi, "Radioactive Waste Below Regulatory Concern: Generic
Rulemaking," asked for public input on the general question of
whether and how NRC should proceed on the matter of exempting
slightly contaminated wastes. The Commission recognised that NRC
initiated rult?making might facilitate processing of rulemaking
petitions on individual waste streams or provide more generic
options and be more efficient and effective. Any generic ruiemaking
would supplement, not replace, the earlier policy on specific waste
f petitions.
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Six specific questions were asked in the ANPRti published December 2,
1986. The Commission asked if it should:(1> codify the decision
criteria from the August 19B6 Policy Statement and continue on a
waste stream basis;(2) take a more generic approach involving
radionuclide concentrations or quantities or dose limits;(3)
consider better ways to address the potential for exposures to
multiple waste sources;(4) issue additional guidance instead of
developing new regulations;(5) defer to the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) in this area totally or in part;or (6) rely on
international standards and guidance development work?

Over 90 comment letters were submitted. Based on preliminary
reviews of the comments, no clear consensus exists. Commenters
expressed diverse views on the merits of BRC disposal and offered a
variety of suggestions. For example, many commenters opposed the
concept of any level of radioactivity being BRC and others urged NRC
to proceed promptly on generic rulemaking. NRC's Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research is considering the comments and pursuing
obtaining contractual support for potential rulemaking. The work on
a broad BRC policy has taken precedence over this effort. Any
generic rulemaking by the Commission and any rulemaking on petitions
will need to be consistent with the broad policy when in place and
with any EPA standards in effect when such actions are taken.

BROAD GENERIC BRC POLICY

Over the last several years, the Commission has become increasingly
aware of the need to provide a general policy on the appropriate
criteria for release of radioactive materials from regulatory
control. Current policy is expressed piecemeal in existing
regulations and in policy statements. One statement is the August
1986 policy on waste petitions discussed earlier. A second is
"Products Intended for Use by General Public (Consumer Products)"
(30 FR 3462; March 16, 1965).

In a March 30, 1988 memorandum to staff, the Commission gave the
staff the following direction:

The Commission requested and the staff agreed to submit far
Commission consideration options for a Commission policy
which establishes a generic number for exposures that are
below regulatory concern. The paper should discuss the
uncertainties in our data base regarding radiation risk and
should include the supporting scientific and legal
rationale for all proposals. Consideration should be given
to the assumptions made in establishing de facto BRC levels
that appear in current NRC regulations. The staff should
also discuss the approach for implementing such a number
•for multiple sources or licensed activities which does not
require justification by individual licensees. This
options paper is tc be acted upon by the Commission prior
to the staff meeting with international groups on this
subject.
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The Commission also outlined other issues to consider such as risk
levels used by other agencies (e.g., EPA, the Food and Drug
Administration, and the Department of Transportation) and the
ability to measure and verify BRC levels.

A review of the range of activities which could be covered by a
general or umbrella BRC policy illustrates the difficulty of the
task the Commission has given the staff. Residual radioactivity
limits for operational releases of equipment, buildings, etc. and
for decontamination and decommissioning facilities for unrestricted
use would need to be consistent. The policy would guide NRC actions
with respect to consumer products and recycle of slightly
contaminated materials such as activated metals. Existing and
future exempt quantities and concentrations and disposal of
radioactive wastes by persons and methods not licensed for
radiological controls would also be covered. Further, effluent
releases to the environment (air, water, and sewer) would need to be
consistent.

In addition to the policy considerations listed in the Commission's
charge to staff, a number of policy considerations are under
deliberation as the staff prepares its recommendations to the
Commission. These considerations include:

-Background variation
-Existing national and international positions
—BRC versus de minimis distinctions
-The linear non-threshold hypothesis
—Individual dose limits and risk perceptions
—How to calculate and use collective dose, including the option

to truncate the calculations at some level as suggested in the
proposed revisions to 10 CFR Part 20

—Justification of practice and whether certain activities
should be categorically excluded as frivolous

-The role of as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) .

The timing is currently being paced by the need for Commission
action prior tD the international workshop scheduled for October
17-19, 1988 in Washington DC. The workshop will be a working
session for responding to NRC ' s proposals and developing a consensus
amoung the representatives of the international organizations and
regulatory authorities attending.

CONCLUSION

NRC's Commissioners are pushing hard for NRC to assert a leadership
role in developing a national policy on BRC matters. The
Commission's goal is to assure that NRC conducts its business in a
manner that is consistent and reflects a rational level of
regulatory involvement and concern while still being adequately
protective of the public health and safety and the environment.
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INTRODUCTION TO ENVIROCARE OF UTAH'S LOW ACTIVITY RADIOACTIVE
WASTE DISPOSAL SITE LOCATED AT CLIVE, UTAH

OUTLINE

Application approval

Organization

Political support

State of Utah
Tooele County
General Public

Acceptable Materials

Alternative for the Industry

Site Characteristics

Construction

Cell Design
Material Handling

Health Physics Program

Environmental Program

APPLICATION APPROVAL

Envirocare of Utah was licensed by the state of Utah on
February 27 1988 to become fully operational to receive low
activity radioactive waste at its disposal site near Clive, Utah.
In order to be licensed, an extensive application to include the
following areas had to be approved:

Submittal letter, Application
General information
Design and construction
Facility operations
Site closure and institutional controls
Safety assessment
Occupational radiation protection
Conduct of operations
Quality assurance
Financial assurance
Employee radiation safety manual
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ORGANIZATION

Envirocare of Utah, Inc. is a subsidiary of S.K. Hart
Engineering. Envirocare is staffed to handle all phases of the
disposal. The president of Envirocare is Khosrow Semnani.
Envirocare also employees a construction staff that includes a
Project Manager/Engineer, a Field Supervisor and a construction
crew that handle the construction activities of the site. There
is also a Health Physics staff that handles all Health Physics
and Environmental requirements. Envirocare also maintains a
competent marketing and office staff.

POLITICAL SUPPORT

Political support for any project is a major concern and is
often times cause for a dead end. However, our project has had
tremendous support from the State of Utah, Department of Health
and Radiation Protection as well as Tooele County. Even the
general population does not have the usual "not in my backyard
concern". There are three major reasons for our political
support:

(1) Geography - Clive is located in Utah's West Desert.
This arid land is extremely remote frc5m any human
population because it is essentially non-usable. Even
shallow and deep aquifers are non-potable.

(2) Designated Use - The decision has already been made by
the DOE for use of this land.

(3) The Vitro Project was designed, operated, and closed is
in a manner that was absolutely first class. In order
to fulfill our licence conditions, our quality assurance
at Envirocare can be no less.

ACCEPTABLE MATERIALS

Presently, we are licensed to receive any radioactive
material containing only Naturally Occurring Radionuclides. We
are not allowed to receive Radium-226 in quantities greater than
2000 picocuries per gram (pCi/g.) when averaged over the entire
freight container. NORM does not include byproduct, source,
special nuclear, or accelerated produced material. However, any
one of these types of wastes- could be received under special
circumstances and approved by the regulatory authorities.

ALTERNATIVE FOR THE INDUSTRY

Prior to our site; becoming into existence, there was no
place for low activity! radioactive waste. The regulatory
aaencies have been in an awkward position because low activity
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waste was not radioactive enough to be received at a low level
radioactive waste disposal site, and yet too radioactive to
remain where it is. Envirocare has provided an alternative to
storing and stockpiling for the industry.

In the past NORM material that can now go to the Envirocare
site was sent to 3 Low Level sites. With the opening of the
Envirocare site, these sites will be free to handle higher level
material and will not be filled with the under 2,000 pCi/g
material.

SITE CHARACTERISTICS

Envirocare's site is located in a prime location for NORM
material disposal. This can be exhibited by the fact that the
site is in the same location as the Vitro project. In fact, the
Vitro site is surrounded by the Envirocare site. The Vitro
project included the placement of approximately 81,000,000 cubic
feet of uranium mill tailings from South Salt Lake under UMTRA.
With the Vitro project at the same location Envirooare is assured
that our site is acceptable to all DOE standards for site
selection.

With the studies performed by Envirocare combined with the
EIS and other DOE studies the site at Clive has been fully
evaluated and approved. The site was studied for years before
any waste material was accepted by Envirocare.

The south Clive site is in the eastern edge of the Great
Salt Lake Desert, 3 miles west of the Cedar Mountains, 3 miles
south of Interstate 80, and 1 mile south of a switch point called
Clive on the tracks of the Union Pacific system. Figure 2.1
shows the location of the site with relation to Salt Lake City
and surrounding towns.

The average rainfall at Clive is only 5 inches per year.
This dry environment is very conducive to waste disposal. There
is a small amount of snowfall at the site during the winter
months.

The Clive site has a water-table ground-water system that is
20 to 30 feet below the surface. There are no perennial surface
water bodies within 2 miles, nor even gullies indicating
intermittent channelized flow.

Ecologically, the area around the South Clive site is a
desert scrub brush community. No endangered or threatened
species are known to be present.

Background radiation levels at the South Clive site ar& low
and similar to those in Salt Lake Citv. The background gamma
radiation level is about 12 microR/hr and the atmosphere radon
concentration is about 0.3 pCi/'l.
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There are no industrial, residential, or municipal
activities near the site. In fact, the nearest city is
Grantsville, Utah which is 45 miles to the east. The only use
for the land, prior to the Vitro Project, was for grazing of
sheep, jackrabbit hunting, and occasional recreation vehicle
driving.

The upper soil laver at Clive is about 10 feet deep and is a
stiff layer of clay. The underlying layer is a sandy-clayey
layer that is also dense. This layer of material extends to
approximately 25 feet. Beneath this layer is another layer of
dense clay. The soil at the site is excellent in preventing the
movement of water or other materials from one point to another.

All of the site characteristics are well suited for the
disposal of NORM material. For this reason, Clive was chosen by
the DOE for the disposal of the Vitro tailings and for this
reason the site is also ideal for the Envirocare cell.

CONSTRUCTION

Cell Design

This section describes the principal design features of the
South Clive disposal facility that are designed to provide long-
term isolation of disposed waste; minimize the need for continued
active maintenance after site closure, and improve the site's
natural characteristic in order to protect public health and
safety.

The site will be fenced both during and after construction
to prevent public access and will have custodial maintenance and
surveillance to assure continued long-term compliance with
applicable EPA and Utah Dept. of Health standards.

The embankment will be constructed in a continuous "cut and
cover" operation. The existing terrain is excavated and the
bottom of the pit is scarified and compacted to provide a clay
liner. This liner is very effective in containing the waste
material. The contaminated material is then placed in 12 inch
lifts. The cover consists of a clay radon barrier that insures
that radon emanation is at a minimum. A rock barrier is provided
on top of the radon to prevent erosion and to protect against the
1,000 year flood. j

The design described above is a 1000 year design. It
provides the embankment with the necessary features to assure
that the public will be protected both during and after the
operation of the disposal cell. The. design ensures that the
specifications for radon release ; are met and aJso ensures that
the quality of adjacent ground,
adversely affected.
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Material Handling

Envirocare's site at Clive Utah has excellent access for
both railroad and highway access. The site is approximately 80
miles west of Salt Lake City on Interstate 80. The Clive offramp
is provided directly north of the site. The site is only three
miles south of the Interstate and is accessed by a county road.

Union Pacific's main rail line runs east and west about 1
mile north of the Clive site. Envirocare owns a railspur that
runs from the Union Pacific to the Clive site. Envirocare also
owns a railcar rollover that allows for quick and easy unloading
of rail shipments. The rollover allows railcars with as much as
100 tons of material to be unloaded in minutes. The material is
then moved to the cell where it is placed to the proper
specifications.

Envirocare has already received shipments by rail that were
unloaded with the rollover. Shipments have been received by
truck that contained various sizes of barrels and boxes.
Envirocare is flexible in the type and quantity of shipments that
are accepted- *

HEALTH PHYSICS PROGRAM

Envirocare of Utah is operating under the latest health
physics techniques and equipment available today. Here are a few
of the policies strictly followed at our site:

(1) ACCESS CONTROL -- No employees, contractors, or visitors
are allowed in our controlled areas without training
and dosimetry of some type. Individuals must sign in
and out of the access control guard house.

(2) TRAINING - We have three training programs: A short
course for visitors, a standard radiation safety course
for Envirocare laborers and contractors, and a more
intensive course in radiation health physics for
Envirocare's radiation technicians. The courses for
employees are followed bv a test which must be passed
with a minimum score of 80%.

(3) EXITING CONTROLLED AREAS - Individuals and vehicles
are surveyed for alpha contamination prior to leaving
the controlled areas using a] arm raterceters. Employees
boots and coveralls are left in the controlled areas
prior to exiting. If contamination exists on anything,
the area is cleaned and rs-surveyed prior to leaving.

(4) SMEAR TESTS - Smear tests are performed on all incoming
and outgoing freight containers and checked for
removable aloha. Our release limit is 1,000 dpm over
100 square centimeters.
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(5) UNLIMITED RELEASE - Prior to releasing a truck trailer
or railcar, they are visually inspected for any
remaining debris then surveyed with alpha detection
equipment (and cleaned and re-surveyed if necessary).
Our release limit for non-removable alpha contamination
is 5,000 dpm over 100 square centimeters. Records for
unlimited release are maintained for all trucks,
railcars, and other equipment used to transfer or
maneuver waste material.

(6.) INSTRUMENT QUALITY ASSURANCE - The instruments used
are the most current models. The rate meters, gamma
scintillation meters, alpha sealer, and alpha meter
are calibrated at three month intervals. Our
multichannel analyzer is calibrated daily and portable
survey instruments are checked for constancy daily when
used.

(7) RESPIRATORY PROTECTION PROGRAM - If MPC's are exceeded
we are prepared to provide respiratory protection!for
all employees. Employees will be trained and fit
tested in the use of half-face respirators. These
will be worn in the controlled area when deemed
necessary by Health Physics personnel. Personal air
samplers are placed on the two employees working where
the most dust exists.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM

The environmental monitoring agenda consists of the
following programs:

(1) Eight stations around the site are monitored for Radon-
222 using passive environmental radon monitors (also
known as outdoor Track Etches), and direct, gamma using
three chip thermoluminescent dosimeters. Both of these
monitors are exchanged on a quarterly basis.

(2) Ten ground water wells are sampled on a quarterly basiz.
and analyzed for Electrical Conductivity, Tot^l
Dissolved Solids, Sulfate, Chloride, Dissolved Natural
Uranium, Radium-226, and Gross Alpha and Beta.

(3) Eight weather houses with continuous low volume air
samplers are used for determining Gross Alpha en a
weekly basis, and quarterly composites are analyzed for
Total Uranium. Ra-226, Th 230, and Pb-210.

(4) Vegetation samples are collected zt two downwind
(offsite) locations once each year during the growir:;
season and analyzed for Radium-226 content.
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(5) Wildlife samples (usually rabbits) are collected
annually and analyzed for Radium-226.

(6) Soil samples at 54 locations (of which only 42 are
required) are collected, dried, canned, weighed, and
analyzed for Radium-226 content in units of pCi/g as
well as gamma ray spectroscopy for unsuspecting
isotopes. In addition to environmental analysis, our
multichannel analyzer is also used for confirming
incoming shipments. A sample is taken from three
locations from every truck or railcar within an eight
hour shift. All composites are analyzed for Ra-226
content and gamma spectroscopy, while EP Tox is
analyzed on a random basis. All samples are stored for
future references.

Appendix A is a summary of our environmental program with
two maps to reference environmental stations. Map A shows the
locations of our groundwater wells, and Map B shows the locations
of all other environmental sampling stations.
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Appendix A

RADIOLOGICAL MONITORING PROGRAM

Type of Sample Sample Collection

Location Method
Sampling
Frequency

Sample Analysis

Type of Analysis

Radon Gas Stations: A-l
A-2
A-3
A-l
A-5
A-6
B-l
B-2

Passive Continuous Rn-222

Direct Gamma Stations: TLDA-l
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
B-l
B-2
Control

Continuous Gamma exposure rate

Groundwater

Air
Particulates

Wells GW-1
GW-2
GW-3
GW-5
GW-6
GW-8
GW-4
*GW-~
*GW-9
*GW-10

Stations: A-l
A-2
A-3
A-l
A-5
A-6
A-7
A-8

Grab Quarterly Dissolved Natural
Uranium, TDS, Ra-226
S0« , Cl, Electrical
Conductivity, gross
alpha and beta.

Continuous
Low Volume

Weekly Gross Alpha

•proposed

Revised 8-3-88
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RADIOLOGICAL MONITORING PROGRAM

Tyr>e of Sample

Air
Particulates

Vegetation

Sample Collection

Location

Stations:

Stations;

A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
A-7
*A-8

B-1
B-2

Method

Continuous
Low Volume

Grab

Sample Analysis
Sampling
Frequency

Quarterly

One time
durina

Type of Analysis

Total Uranium
Ra-226
Th-230
Pb-210

Ra-226

Wild Life

Soil

Site Environs (4 rabbits!

Stations: A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
A-7
A-8
A-9
A-10
1
2
3

*.

31

Grab

growing
season

Annually

Quarterly

Ra-226

Ra-226 Content
Gamma-spect

•Station 15 and A-8 are the same station.

Revised 8-3-88
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REGULATION OF HIGHER-ACTIVITY NARM WASTES BY EPA

MICHAEL S. BANEit /WSKI
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

OFFICE OF RADIATION PROGRAMS
WASHINGTON, DC 20460

^ ABSTRACT

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is currently
developing standards for the disposal of low-level radio-
active waste (LLW). AS part of this Standard, EPA is
including regulations for the disposal of naturally occur-
ring and accelerator-produced radioactive material (NARM)
wastes not covered under the Atomic Energy Act (AEA). The
regulations will cover only higher-activity NARM wastes,
defined as NARM waste with specific activity exceeding two
nanocuries per gram. The proposed regulations will specify
that NARM wastes exceeding the above limits, except for
specific exempted items, must be disposed of in regulated
radioactive waste disposal facilities. The proposed EPA
regulations for NARM wastes will be discussed, as well as
the costs and benefits of the regulation, how it will be
implemented by EPA, and the rationale for covering only
higher-activity NARM wastes exceeding two nanocuries per
gram.

Introduction

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is developing generally
applicable environmental standards for the land disposal of low-level
radioactive wastes (LLW) under the authority of the Atomic Energy Act (AEA),
as amended. The LLW Standard has been discussed previously (1). The original
LLW Standard development plan did not include naturally occurring and
accelerator-produced radioactive material (NARM), as discussed in an earlier
paper on NARM (2).

In April, 1984, EPA conducted public outreach meetings on the development of a
LLW Standard. At these meetings, state representatives and others indicated
that the exclusion of NARM from the LLW Standard was the most serious
deficiency in our program. They expressed concern that NARM wastes presented
a radioactive waste disposal problem with a great potential for harm and
without existing Federal direction or means of ensuring consistent interstate
control.

The state radiation representatives pointed out that NARM, which is widely
used, exhibits the same characteristics and hazards as other radioactive
materials. Radium-226 is the radionucliue of main concern within NARM waste,
as it is among the most hazardous of radionuclides and requires stringent
safeguards to assure its safe disposal. It i~, a long-lived nuclide (1,600
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year half-life) which concentrates in the bones and emits very energetic alpha
particles, as well as moderately energetic gamma and x rays. Radium decays to
radon gas, the decay products of which can cause large radiation exposures to
the lungs, especially if the radon gas concentrates in buildings. Over the
years, radium has been involved in a number of incidents resulting in
accidental contamination and exposure due to improper storage or disposal
(3,4).

In addition, the regulation of NARM waste is incomplete and inconsistent.
There are no Federal regulations which cover the disposal of NARM waste. At
the state level, regulations vary from being comparable to those for the
disposal of AEA wastes to non-existent (5,6). Because of the lack of disposal
regulations, NARM wastes are being stored in many states until further
guidance is provided (7). At one time EPA collected and stored radium wastes,
however, this program has been discontinued due to the anticipated relocation
of the facility.

For the reasons listed above, EPA decided to include NARM waste in the LLW
Standard development plan. Since the hazards associated with NARM wastes are
due to their radioactivity, the objective of our Standard development would be
to treat NARM wastes in the same manner as similar AEA waste and dispose of
NARM in radioactive waste disposal sites. The major difference would be that
the regulation of NARM wastes would have to be under an authority other than
the AEA, since the AEA does not cover NARM.

Most LLW is regulated under the authority of the AEA, which covers
radionuclides classified as source, special nuclear, and byproduct materials.
There are two broad classes of radionuclides which are not covered by the
AEA. These two classes are (1) naturally-occurring radionuclides not
classified by the AEA as source, by-product, or special nuclear material
(e.g., radium) and (2) radionuclides produced by particle accelerators. These
two groups are commonly referred to as NARM.

Certain NARM wastes are of similar concentration and hazard as many of the
low-level AEA wastes covered by the LLW Standard. Therefore, EPA believes
that these NARM wastes should be disposed of in the same manner and should be
subject to the same overall level of control. This will help to assure that
all radioactive materials that warrant disposal in radioactive waste sites
will be disposed of in that manner. Since these wastes cannot be regulated
under the AEA, EPA is proposing to regulate higher concentration NARM wastes
under a different statutory authority, Section 6(a)(6) of the Toxic Substances
Control Act (TSCA).

Characterization of NARM Wastes

Information on categories and quantities of NARM wastes has been developed
over many years by numerous sources with varying degrees of detail and quality.
EPA believed that a more uniform and complete data base was necessary and,
therefore, commissioned a study of NARM wastes (8).

The study showed that the largest source of NARM is the naturally occurring
radioactive materials, principally radium. The wastes containing naturally
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occurring radioactive materials are of two very different types: (a) discrete
sources or waste streams of higher radioactive concentration, such as radium
needles used in medical practice or the resins used to remove radium from
contaminated drinking water and (b) lower activity diffuse sources such as
residuals from mining and extraction industries. In terms of their radiation
characteristics and physical form, the higher concentration NARM wastes, such
as medical irradiation sources and radium-contaminated ion exchange resins,
are similar to much of the AEA LLW.

The lower activity NARM wastes, such as uranium mine overburden or
phosphogypsum waste piles, are very different from the AEA LLW covered
under this proposed Standard, both in terms of concentration and volume.
These wastes have very low concentrations of radionuclides and are generally
produced in very large volumes. Protection of the public health does not
require their disposal in a LLW disposal facility. The sheer volume of
these materials would make such disposal very impractical. The Agency is
considering other means of prescribing appropriate controls for these wastes.

In addition to radium, naturally occurring radioactive material includes
uranium and thorium. Uranium and thorium, however, are considered source
material under the AEA when their concentration in ores exceeds 0.05% by
weight, or any other uranium or thorium in any chemical form. A concentration
of 0.05% by weight of uranium or thorium corresponds to 0.34 nCi/g of uranium
or 0.17 nCi/g of thorium. Therefore, all uranium or thorium materials which
would meet the 2 nCi/g limit set by this proposed rule would be considered
source material under the AEA. Since source material is excluded from TSCA
jurisdiction by TSCA Section 3(2), the regulation of higher concentration NARM
wastes under TSCA will not cover uranium or thorium.

The other major group of NARM, the accelerator-produced radionuclides, are
mostly used in medicine or for research and have very short half-lives. There
are a few accelerator-produced radionuclides which are longer-lived. These
nuclides, however, are indistinguishable from those that are AEA regulated and
the facilities which use them are usually AEA licensed and dispose of the NARM
radionuclides with their AEA LLW.

An additional component of accelerator-produced radioactive waste is
long-lived nuclides associated with activated components of the accelerator or
its shielding. There is little information on this waste stream, but what is
available suggests that while the volume of waste associated with activated
components would be minimal during the operational period, there would be
significant waste volumes associated with decommissioning and decontamination
of accelerators (9). EPA believes, however, that through the use of decay to
minimize activity concentrations, sorting and screening procedures, and
recycling of shielding and components, the volume of waste going to LLW
facilities would be very low.

There are many types of NARM, including items containing lower concentrations
of radium, such as radium dial watches, resins and sludges contaminated with
low levels of radium or uranium, and accelerator decommissioning wastes. The
range of NARM wastes of higher concentration, however, can be well charac-
terized by two waste streams: radium sources and radium-contaminated ion
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exchange resins. EPA has used these two waste streams as surrogates for all
higher concentration NARM waste in performing analyses of disposal impact*
This assumption does not significantly affect the results of the analysis as
the few other NARM wastes which are covered would provide little additional
volume or health impact and would fall within the range of radioactivity
concentrations of these two waste streams.

The radium sources waste stream is made up of high activity, discrete sources
such as radium needles used for radiation therapy in hospitals, radium-
beryllium sources used to generate neutrons for research, or radium sources
used in industrial measurement devices. The activity of these items ranges
between 1 and 500 millicuries for the radium needles and thickness gauges,
while the radium-beryllium sources range as high as one curie.

While radium sources are no longer produced in significant quantities, a large
number of these high activity sources are still in use or are being stored,
awaiting proper disposal. A recent survey of the states by the Conference
of Radiation Control Program Directors (CRCPD) shows that state regulatory
agencies know of at least 400 sources requiring disposal (7), while a pre-
liminary survey for the Department of Energy (DOE) shows over 500 high
activity commercial sources requiring disposal (10).

While there is a large amount of activity associated with radium sources, the
volume is very small. It is estimated that less than one cubic meter of
radium sources will require disposal over the next 20 years (11). This volume
does not take into account the disposal containers and their shielding. When
the disposal containers and shielding are included, the total volume will be
approximately 1200 cubic meters.

Radium-contaminated ion exchange resins result from the removal of radium from
water by municipal drinking water treatment facilities or by industrial waste
water treatment processes such as from uranium recovery operations. The
radium in the ion exchange resins can become so highly concentrated that
sye^xal methods to ensure their safe disposal are required. There are
relatively few water treatment facilities producing contaminated resins at
this time, although their use is expected to increase in the next few years
with increased efforts to reduce the level of radium in drinking water. It is
estimated that approximately 6b00 cubic meters will be produced in the next 20
years, with activities averaging approximately 35 nanocuries per gram (12).

Use of TSCA to Regulate NARM Wastes

Section 6(a) of TSCA authorizes EPA to impose regulatory requirements on a
chemical substance or mixture if EPA finds that there is a "reasonable basis
to conclude that the manufacture, processing, distribution in commerce, use,
or disposal of the chemical substance or mixture, or that any combination of
such activities, presents or will present an unreasonable risk of injury to
health or the environment." Among the requirements that EPA may impose are
those listed in section 6(a)(6), Which authorizes EPA to prohibit or otherwise
"regulate any manner or method of disposal" of a chemical substance or mixture
or any article containing that substance or mixture, by any person "who uses
or disposes of it for commercial purposes."
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EPA is using section 6(a)(6) as the authority for proposing 40 CFR Part 764,
which would establish requirements for the disposal of higher concentration
NARM wastes. The NARM wastes in question are being disposed of by hospitals,
universities, industry, or water treatment facilities and have been used for
commercial purposes by, or result from commercial activities of those
persons. EPA interprets section 6(a)(6) as authorizing EPA to regulate
persons engaged in commercial activities to the extent they dispose of
chemical substances or mixtures related to, resulting from, or as an adjunct
to those commercial activities.

In order to use TSCA Section 6(a)(6) to regulate the disposal of a substance,
EPA must determine that its unregulated disposal presents an unreasonable risk
to the environment or the general public. EPA has based its unreasonable risk
finding for NARM wastes on three aspects. These are 1) population health
effects, 2) individual risks, and 3) cost-effectiveness of regulated disposal.
Each of these will be discussed in the following sections. The unreasonable
risk finding must also show why the proposed regulation protects the public
and is the least burdensome requirement.

To determine the ievel of impact on human health associated with the disposal
of higher concentration NARM wastes, analyses were conducted to assess both
cumulative population health effects and individual risks. Both types of
analysis were necessary as they provide different measures of impact required
for the assessment. Cumulative population health effects are estimated to
insure that the total number of health effects remain low and are also used to
determine the cost-effectiveness of the regulation. Exposures to individuals
in the critical population group are estimated to insure that individual risks
remain low and to project compliance with the appropriate performance
objectives (25 mrem/year). Individual exposures and risks were also
calculated to provide an indication of the impact associated with the
unregulated disposal of NARM wastes. The analyses were done for two NARM
waste streams used as surrogates for all higher concentration NARM wastes;
these were radium sources, and radium-contaminated ion exchange resins. These
two waste types represent the spectrum of activity concentrations associated
with higher concentration NARM wastes and also cause the majority of the
impact from the disposal of higher concentration NARM wastes. These two waste
streams are representative of the range of items covered by this proposed rule
and will account for most of the volume, with other higher concentration NARM
waste streams contributing only minor impact.

1. Cumulative Population Health Effects

The cumulative population health effects from the disposal of the higher
concentration NARM wastes generated over 20 years were estimated using the
PRESTO-EPA risk assessment models (13). These models and the results of the
analyses are described in detail in the LLW Background Information Document
^LLW BID) (14). In summary, the results show that disposing of higher
concentration NARM waste in sanitary landfills results in.an estimated 71
population health effects (cancer deaths and serious genetic effects).
Disposing of the same waste in regulated LLW disposal facilities reduces the
estimated population health effects to less than one. This is mainly due to
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the reduction in infiltration of water into the trenches because of more
rigorous disposal methods, as well as to the solidification of the waste.

It should be pointed out that these health effects estimates are based on
disposal of the wastes in a sanitary landfill versus a LLW disposal facility*
Even the 71 estimated health effects from disposal in a sanitary landfill are
relatively low, due to the low mobility of radium in soil and to the degree of
shielding provided by the soil. If these wastes were to be discarded in such
a manner that they were recycled into commercial products or used as fill
material around homes, much larger numbers of health effects could occur due
to direct, external radiation exposure to individuals and from exposures to
radon gas.

2. Individual Risks

To assure that the appropriate disposal and ground water protection
requirements will be met when higher concentration NARM wastes are disposed of
in regulated LLW facilities throughout the U.S., exposures to individuals
located close to the disposal facilities were assessed. These exposures were
estimated using the PRESTO-EPA models described in Chapter 8 of the LLW BID
(14J. The results of those assessments show that, in all cases, exposures to
individuals from the regulated disposal of higher concentration NARM wastes
were only a small fraction of the appropriate disposal and ground water
protection requirements. This is due to the very low rate at which radium
moves through the soil from the waste site to the nearby critical population
group.

Separate analyses were performed to assess the individual risks associated :

with higher concentration NARM wastes which could occur if they were not
regulated. A major justification for regulating the disposal of higher
concentration NARM waste is the large individual risks associated with their
improper disposal or storage.' Because of the lack of regulation requiring
appropriate NARM disposal and due to a reluctance of some LIW site operators
in accepting NARM wastes, most of the radium sources are being stored by the
generator. The storage of radium sources is not a long term solution,
however, as these high concentration sources remain extremely hazardous for
thousands of years, and improper storage techniques or a lost or misplaced
source can lead- to significant individual exposures. Over the years there
have been numerous incidents caused by improper handling of radium sources,
including the discovery of. sources alongside highways, in safe deposit boxes,
and in sanitary landfills, as weli as numerous contamination and exposure
incidents (4,5).

The potential acute hazard and large individual risks associated with NARM
sources are well understood, with large sources capable of causing death
from oniy a few hours of exposure. The sources used in therapeutic medical
practice range from 1 to 50 milligrams in size, with a potential of 0.1 to
5 rem per hour from one source alone. I,Note: One rent equals 1,000 millirem
and causes an annual risk of about 1x10" .) Industrial sources may be as
large as several hundred milligrams. Since the median lethal dose is about
450 rem for acute exposures, only a few hours of exposure from one of the
industrial sources would be required to raise the possibility of death.
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The activity associated with radium-contaminated ion exchange resins, while
not as high as radium sources, can reach relatively high levels and also
remains hazardous for thousands of years. The study on NARM characterization
done for EPA estimates that ion exchange resins will be produced with radium
concentrations of approximately 35 nanocuries per gram. The improper disposal
of resins with this concentration can lead to individuals receiving large
direct, external exposures, as well as large radiation doses to the lung
due to radium's decay into radon gas.

Based on the above concentrations, estimated direct, external exposures to
individuals from contaminated ion exchange resins could exceed 100 mrem/yr for
an individual located nearby. An exposure of 100 mrem/yr for a 70 year
lifetime is associated with an individual lifetime risk of approximately
3x10"-*. In addition, these concentrations can lead to high indoor radon
levels if the resins were improperly disposed of such that homes were built
over them. In many situations, these indoor radon levels could lead to
individual risks as high as 1x10"^.

3. Cost-Effectiveness of Regulated Disposal

One measure required for the finding of unreasonable risk is the
cost-effectiveness of the proposed rule, measured by the cost-effectiveness
ratio. The cost-effectiveness ratio is determined by dividing the cost of the
proposed rule by the reduction in health effects, to attain an average cost
per avoided health effect. Assuming that all of the higher-activity NARM
waste would be disposed of in a sanitary landfill in the absence of Federal
regulations prohibiting such disposal, a reduction of 71 health effects would
result by requiring, through regulation, that the waste be disposed of in a
regulated LLW facility.

The cost of disposing the higher-activity NARM waste in a regulated LLW
facility, over disposal in a sanitary landfill, would be $24 million (12j-
This value is based on the incremental cost of disposal in a regulated 10 CFR
Part 61 type disposal facility over disposal in a sanitary landfill. For
regulated disposal, costs are based on engineering cost estimates and not on
actual prices at regulated facilities. Using the values of $24 million and
71 avoided health effects results in a cost-effectiveness ratio of $340,000
per health effect avoided.

The assumption that all higher-activity NARM waste would be disposed of in a
sanitary landfill without a Federal regulation dictating regulated disposal is
uncertain. Since the cost and health effects avoided are linear, however, the
cost-effectiveness ratio remains the same even if some higher-activity NARM
waste were to be disposed of in a regulated facility without regulations
requiring it. Additionally, the health impact analysis does not take into
account the fact that the higher-activity NARM waste could be disposed of in a
manner less rigorous than a sanitary landfill (i.e., left alongside a
roadway), resulting in a greater number of potential health effects avoided.

These health effect and cost estimates are based on the radium sources and
radium-contaminated ion exchange resin waste streams. These two streams are
used as surrogates for and are characteristic of higher concentration NARM
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wastes, with health effects and costs from other streams being minimal. In
any case, costs for individual generators will be small since HARM wastes are
spread among many users, with individual generators disposing of only small
volumes of waste on a periodic basis.

4. Finding of Unreasonable Risk

Based on the calculation of population health effects, individual risks, and
the cost-effectiveness ratio, a finding of unreasonable risk can be made.
This finding is also based on the fact that due to an absence of Federal
regulation and widely varying state regulations, the majority of higher
concentration NARM wastes are being stored. EPA feels that the long-term
storage of higher concentration NARM wastes is unacceptable because of the
opportunities for improper handling or storage, lost or misplaced sources, or
accidental disposal in an improper manner, as previously discussed. Improper
handling of the most hazardous NARM wastes can lead to individual exposures
sufficient to cause death in a matter of hours. Even the least hazardous NARM
wastes covered by this regulation can, if improperly stored or disposed, lead
to individual lifetime risks as high as 1x10" .

EPA maintains that the major reason that long-term storage of higher
concentration NARM wastes takes place is due to the current regulatory
situation. By providing regulations for the disposal of these wastes, EPA
feels that there will be greater certainty that disposal will take place,
thereby substantially reducing the risk of large individual exposures due to
mishandling or improper disposal.

EPA has determined that the disposal of higher concentration NARM wastes in a
sanitary landfill, even though presently legally acceptable, would also
present an unreasonable risk. The individual risks associated with disposal
in a sanitary landfill are unacceptably high, while requiring the disposal of
higher concentration NARM wastes in a regulated LLW disposal facility, versus
allowing these wastes to be disposed of in an unregulated sanitary landfill,
avoids approximately 71 health effects to the general public, while costing
about $24 million over 20 years. EPA has concluded that the avoidance of
these premature cancer deaths and serious genetic effects substantially
outweighs the costs of requiring the disposal of higher concentration NARM
wastes in regulated LLW disposal facilities.

EPA finds that the unregulated disposal of higher concentration NARM wastes
presents a significant risk to human health. The costs of preventing ttiat
risk are insignificant for society as a whole and very small to the individual
members of the regulated community. Therefore, the unregulated disposal of
higher concentration NARM wastes presents an unreasonable risk of injury to
human health. To reduce that risk, EPA will require that NARM wastes
exceeding the cut-off levels specified in the proposed rule be disposed of
in NRC-licensed or DOE authorized radioactive waste disposal facilities.

The disposal of higher concentration NARM wastes at AEA authorized radioactive
waste disposal sites is the least burdensome requirement which will avoid the
health risks cited above. Since higher concentration NARM wastes are
comparable to AEA LLW, insofar as hazard, waste form, environmental transport,
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exposure pathways, levels of risk, and safe disposal requirements are
concerned, their disposal in sites designed for the disposal of AEA LLW will
provide for protection of the public health. The proposed rule is the least
burdensome way to provide for this protection. EPA would simply be requiring
the disposal of higher concentration NARM wastes in facilities that already
exist and are constructed specifically to allow for the safe disposal of LLW.

Description of the Rule (40 CFR Part 764)

Higher-activity NARM waste will be regulated under 40 CFR Part 764- The rule
will contain a number of important definitions and requirements, including l)
a definition of NARM waste, 2) the delineation of waste covered by the rule,
3) actual disposal requirements for regulated NARM waste, 4) a waste
classification system for NARM wastes, and 5) the requirement of the use of a
shipping manifest. Each of these are discussed in the following sections.

1. Definition of NARM Waste

NARM waste is defined as any waste material which contains naturally occurring
or accelerator-produced radionuclides which are not covered by the AEA. This
means that any materials which contain radionuclides classified as source,
special nuclear, or by-product material, under the AEA, are not considered
NARM for the purpose of this regulation. However, all radionuclides are
either regulated under the AEA or are NARM.

2. Delineation of NARM Waste Covered by Regulation

NARM wastes exhibit a wide range of radiological concentrations, ranging from
radium needles with specific activities nearly as high as one curie per gram,
to boiler ash with specific activities of approximately one picocurie
(.lxiO"!̂  curies) per grain. Since only the higher concentration NARM wastes
resemble those AEA low-ievel radioactive wastes for which disposal in a LLW
site is appropriate, only higher concentration NARM wastes are proposed for
inclusion in the proposed regulation.

To define what constitutes higher concentration NARM wastes, an activity
concentration cut-off level is used. For the purpose of the proposed
Standard, higher concentration NARM wastes are defined as any NARM waste whose
activity concentration exceeds 2 nanocuries (2xlO~° curies) per gram
(nCi/g). NARM wastes whose activity concentration falls below 2 nCi/g will
not be subject to the proposed regulation. To determine applicability, the
activity concentration level would be measured by averaging the total
radioactivity contained in the waste over the mass of the waste, excluding any
packaging or shielding material.

The value of 2 nCi/g was chosen mainly on a comparison of typical NARM waste
stream concentrations and on the Department of Transportation's (.DOT)
definition of radioactive material, although a comparison of background levels
for NARM radionuclides was also ;done. In addition, EPA's economic analysis
showed regulation of the more diffuse NARM wastes to be very much less
cost-effective.
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A review of various NARH waste streams shows that a value of 2 nCi/g separated
waste streams such as fertilizers and phosphogypsum tailings, which are not
appropriate for disposal in LLW facilities, from radium-contaminated ion
exchange resins and radium sources, which are comparable to certain AEA wastes
such as contaminated clean-up resins from nuclear power plants or
AEA-regulated sealed sources requiring disposal in LLW facilities (8).

DOT uses the value of 2 nCi/g to distinguish between radioactive and
non-radioactive materials, for the purpose of transportation (49 CFR Part
173.403). EPA believes that this value provides a benchmark which is within
the range of values required to delineate diffuse NARM wastes from those of
higher concentration. EPA has, therefore, used this value of 2 nCi/g to
define a material as higher concentration NARM waste subject to the
requirements of this proposed rule. EPA also believes that DOT's use of this
value provides additional support for our decision, since DOT also used this
vaiue to define a level of radioactivity requiring regulation. DOT used 2
nCi/g to define a material as radioactive for the purpose of transportation,
while EPA proposes to use 2 nCi/g to define a material as low-level
radioactive waste for the purpose of disposal.

In reviewing the various waste streams which could exceed a cut-off value of 2
nCi/g, there are a number of streams which are made up of what can be termed
NARM consumer wastes. Examples of NARM consumer wastes are smoke detectors
employing radium or wrist watches and clocks using radioluminescent radium
paint. Regulation of these items would result in extremely high "collection
costs," as individuals would be responsible for ensuring their regulated
disposal and would have to expend considerable effort in doing so (11).

Because each item of consumer waste contains very little radioactivity and
because these items are dispersed widely over the U.S., the health impact
from their unregulated disposal is very low. The NRC has exempted similar
items containing AEA radionuclides from regulation, including smoke detectors
incorporating americium-241 and wristwatches and clocks using tritium. Based
on the high collection costs associated with NARM consumer wastes and the low
individual risk from unregulated disposal, smoke detectors and watches and
clocks containing NARM are excluded from this regulation.

3. Disposal Requirements For Regulated NARM Wastes

Since higher concentration NARM wastes have the same characteristics as many
AEA wastes included within the LLW Standard, it is appropriate that higher
concentration NARM wastes conform to the same requirements. To that end,
this proposed Standard requires that higher concentration NARM waste (as
defined in the previous section) be disposed of in AEA authorized disposal
facilities. These facilities will be subject to the proposed LLW Standard
(40 CFR Part 193), which includes limits on post-disposal exposures. The
disposal Standard has been proposed with the assumption that NARM wastes will
contribute to the releases that the implementing agency will take into account
when calculating exposures to the CPG. EPA wants to stress that the exposures
from NARM wastes are not to be counted separately when determining compliance
with the performance objectives or limits proposed in the LLW Standard. The
exposure to an individual from a LLW facility will be determined from the
total source term for that facility, combining both NARM and AEA wastes.
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One point that has confused some people and should be made clear is how
the NARM Standard (40 CFR Part 764) relates to the BRC criteria in our LLW
Standard (40 CFR Part 193). Quite simply, they don't. The BRC criterion is
used to determine those AEA low-level radioactive wastes which can safely be
disposed of in places other than a LLW facility. That criterion is not
appropriate for higher concentration NARM wastes since EPA has specifically
determined that their disposal in an AEA-reguiated LLW facility is appropriate.
NARM wastes of lower concentration do not require disposal in a regulated LLW
facility and EPA is not proposing to require that they be disposed of there.
That is not to imply, however, that these lower concentration NARM wastes are
below regulatory concern, but only that their disposal should not be regulated
as part of this proposed LLW Standard. EPA may, at a later date, perform a
separate rulemaking for the lower concentration NARM wastes.

4. Waste Classification System for NARM Disposal

Because the characteristics of higher concentration NARM wastes are the same
as many AEA low-level radioactive wastes, NARM wastes covered by this proposed
regulation would be disposed of in the same manner as similar AEA wastes.
Specific requirements for the disposal of LLW are outlined by the NRC in
10 CFR Part 61, which outlines disposal requirements for various waste types,
classified as either Class A, B, C, or greater than Class C (GTCC) waste.
This classification system (10 CFR Part 61.55) is based on the radionuclides
contained in the waste and their concentration.

Because NRC has no authority over NARM wastes, the concentration limits of 10
CFR Part 61.55 do not directly apply to NARM wastes. However, since
AEA-reiated radionuclides such as tritium or cobalt are not physically,
chemically, or radiologically any different than the same non-AEA
radionuclides, the limits specified in 10 CFR Part 61.55 for these
radionuclides could be appropriate for the same NARM radionuclides as well.
Also, because the volume and activity of these types of NARM radionuclides
would be much smaller than their AEA counterparts, the addition of these NARM
nuclides to a site, in similar concentrations, would not provide a
significantly increased impact. Therefore, EPA is is proposing to adopt NRC's
classification and waste form requirements for raaionuclides other than
radium, and making them applicable to NARM waste.

The 10 CFR Part 61 rule does not classify wastes containing radium (due to
NRC's lack of authority). However, because LLW facilities can, under state
law, accept radium wastes, the CRCPD requested that NRC provide suggested
classification limits for these wastes. Based on recommendations by NRC,
classification limits for radium wastes were incorporated into the CRCPD's
Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation (15>. EPA has reviewed
these limits using both NRC's and a separate EPA rationale and found them to
be acceptable for the purpose of delineating NARM wastes containing radium
into Class A, Class C, and GTCC levels. Therefore, EPA proposes that the
levels used by the CRCPD, as specified in the following table, be used for
the classification of radium-containing NARM wastes.
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Classification Levels for Radium Wastes

below 2 nCi/g- not covered by rule
2 - 1 0 nCi/g- Class A
10 - 100 nCi/g- Class C
above 100 nCi/g- GTCC

Wastes which are classified as GTCC are not generally acceptable for
near-surface disposal. EPA is proposing that NAKM wastes which fall into this
category be disposed of using confinement methods affording the same degree of
protection as those used for the AEA wastes of this category.

5. Shipping Manifest

To track the disposal of higher concentration NARM wastes and to determine the
type of wastes, the activity levels, and the volumes disposed of at each site,
a shipping manifest would be required. This manifest, which contains the same
information as required by the NRC, will list all NARM wastes covered under
this proposed rule and will accompany all NARM waste shipments from the
generator or processor to the ultimate disposal facility. Copies of the
manifest will be retained for three years by the generator of the waste
and until the institutional care period has ended for the disposal facility.

Implementation of Regulatory Requirements

Under the proposed NARM regulation, 40 CFR Part 764, generators must dispose
of higher-activity NARM wastes in AEA-regulated radioactive waste disposal
facilities. These facilities will be subject to the disposal requirements
outlined in 40 CFR Part 193, which are based on the assumed disposal of both
AEA-regulated LLW and NARM wastes.

NARM wastes which are disposed of in regulated radioactive waste disposal
facilities will be included within a disposal system whose volume will be
almost completely AEA LLW wastes. These AEA wastes and the disposal
facilities themselves will be subject to the post-disposal and ground water
protection requirements proposed in 40 CFR Part 193, with the implementation
and enforcement of the disposal requirements carried out by DOE, NRC, or NRC
Agreement States.

While the authority for enforcement of the disposal requirements relating to
NARM wastes resides with EPA, it makes little sense for the small NARM portion
of the waste witnin the facility to be actually controlled by EPA. In
implementing their AEA requirements, DOE, NRC, and NRC Agreement States will
be assuring that the disposal of the NARM waste will be in accordance with the
environmental standards of 40 CFR Part 193.

This use of other Federal agencies to heip EPA administer requirements under
TSCA is authorized under section 26(a) of TSCA. This section states that,
upon request by the Administrator, other Federal agencies are authorized to
make their services, personnel, and facilities available to the Administrator
to assist in the administration of
section 9(d) of TSCA, as it would
requirements on the disposal site
enforcement.

this Act. This is also authorized under
result in the least burdens of duplicative
operators and achieve the maximum
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Generators of NARM wastes will fall into two categories, those who are NRC or
Agreement State licensees or DOE authorized facilities and those who are not-
Generators of NARM wastes who are NRC or Agreement State licensees or DOE
authorized facilities wili already be familiar with the disposal of
radioactive waste and will be subject to waste disposal regulations comparable
to those under 40 CFR Part 764 and, in most cases, will dispose of their NARM
wastes in the same manner as their AEA-wastes. Therefore, the implementation
of this proposed rule by facilities which are already licensed by the NRC or
Agreement States or authorized by DOE will be relatively straight forward.
EPA will not have to expend much effort in instructing these generators in how
to meet the requirements of the rule, as they would already be familiar with
similar rules. EPA, however, will have the authority to enforce the require-
ments for disposal of the NARM wastes.

For generators of NARM waste who are not NRC or Agreement State licensees or
DOE authorized facilities, such as municipal drinking water treatment
facilities, radioactive waste disposal may be unfamiliar to them, which will
require a greater role from EPA in assuring that these regulations are
implemented, and in enforcing the requirements of 40 CFR Part 764.

Rulemaking Status

EPA has completed the internal review phase for the proposed regulation of
higher-activity NARM wastes (40 CFR Part 764). The proposed rule is scheduled
to go to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) for review in August, 1988.
EPA expects the rule to be cleared quickly and sent back to the Administrator
for signature. Publication of the proposed rule in the Federal Register is
scheduled for November, 1988.

Because this is a proposed rule, there will be a period for public hearings
and comments. Based on the comments that EPA receives, 40 CFR Part 764 will
be revised prior to publication as a final rule. The final rule is presently
scheduled for completion in 1991.

The important point to note is that the proposed rule will probably be revised
based on the comments that EPA receives. There are a number of points
regarding NARM, such as the source term estimates, the 2 nCi/grara cutoff
level, or the exemption of consumer items, that the Agency wili specifically
ask for public comment on in the Preamble to the proposed rule. The Preamble,
which discusses the rationale behind the proposed rule in detail, will appear
in the Federal Register along with the proposed rule. Also, an extensive
background information document covering our risk analyses, waste character-
ization, and cost estimates wiil be available for review. If you are
interested in our proposed NARM regulation or wiil be affected by it, obtain
copies of the proposed rule, Preamble, and LL.W BID. Review these documents
and provide comments to EPA. Your comments can make a difference in the final
rule.
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MIXED HASTE: AN ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION
THE UTILITY PERSPECTIVE

by Ronald D. Seizert
Wisconsin Electric Power Company

Chairman of the Edison Electric Institute's
Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group Mixed Waste Task Force

INTRODUCTION

The issue of mixed waste is one of significant interest to the
utility industry. The interest is focused on the current
regulatory scheme of dual regulation.

A fundamental concern of the commercial nuclear utilities
resulting from dual regulation is that there are currently no
facilities in the United States to dispose of mixed low-level
radioactive and hazardous waste. The lack of available sites
renders mixed waste an "orphan," requiring generators of such
material to store the waste on-site. This in turn causes com-
mercial nuclear power plants to be subjected to the full gamut of
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA) regulation in addition to the existing Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations. Superimposing dual regu-
latory schemes will have impacts which extend far beyond the mere
management of mixed waste.

Granted, it will not be impossible to comply with dual regulation
—nothing is impossible. However, that does not make dual
regulation necessary or appropriate. Certainly the burdens,
complexities and costs of complying with the overlapping
regulatory schemes will not have a commensurate increase in pro-
tection from the real risks being addressed. For these reasons,
the commercial nuclear utility industry is working toward an
alternative solution which will protect the public health and the
environment from all hazards of mixed waste and will minimize the
impacts on both the regulators and the regulated community.

THE PROBLEM

The mixed waste issue first received broad public exposure during
the summer of 1985 throughout the course of the proceedings which
eventually led to enactment of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act. Numerous hearings and mark-ups were held
before eight different House and Senate committees and subcommit-
tees. It was emphasized at many legislative hearings that some
low level waste (LLW) might|also be classified as hazardous waste
under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act.
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These hearings produced a broad range of legislative options
concerning dual regulation of mixed waste. However, the Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act was passed in the final
hours of the 1985 legislative sessions without a conference and
without specific provisions concerning mixed waste.

Lacking any Congressional clarification in the Low-Level Radio-
active Waste Policy Amendments Act, the EPA and NRC embarked on
their current effort to determine how to regulate mixed waste
under their respective regulatory programs.

The mixed waste provisions considered by Congress were primarily
intended to clarify the ambiguous division of regulatory respon-
sibility between NRC and EPA. Several of the legislative
proposals directed the NRC and EPA to determine what specific EPA
requirements, if any, over and above NRC requirements would be
necessary to assure a level of environmental protection at least
equivalent to the level provided for by RCRA. In fact, one of the
Senate bills specifically stated that if NRC and EPA determine
that disposal at a facility meeting only NRC or EPA requirements
is adequate to ensure protection of public health and safety and
to protect human health and the environment, then such disposal
shall constitute compliance with the requirements of both
Agencies. Thus, the reasons that mixed waste has come to the
forefront as a regulatory issue have more to do with
administrative efficiency and clarity of regulation than with
perceived safety concerns.

Currently, hazardous wastes are regulated by the EPA and author-
ized states under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act.
Commercial low-level radioactive wastes are regulated by the NRC
and NRC Agreement State Programs under the Atomic Energy Act.
When considered separately, all of the individual constituents of
mixed waste are subject to either NRC or EPA regulations.
However, when the components are combined, neither agency has
exclusive jurisdiction under the Agencies' current interpretation
of federal law. This has led to a situation where both agencies,
NRC and EPA, have control over the same generated waste.

One needs only to take a look at the definition of mixed waste to
find the root cause of the perplexities of this regulatory scheme.
As defined by the EPA and the NRC in their joint guidance, mixed
low-level radioactive and hazardous waste is, "waste that satis-
fies the definition of low-level radioactive waste (LLW) in the
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985
(LLRWPAA) and contains hazardous waste that either (1) is listed
as a hazardous waste in Subpart D of 40 CFR Part 261, or (2)
causes the LLW to exhibit any of the hazardous waste character-
istics identified in Subpart C of 40 CFR Part 261." Super-
ficially, and from the viewpoint of the regulators, this defini-
tion is simple and tight. By merely referencing the laws and
regulations applicable to the Constituents of the waste, there is
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no doubt that the statutory responsibilities of both the EPA and
NRC are satisfied. Additionally, since neither agency has to
alter current regulatory schemes, this course certainly appears to
be expedient—moving the issue toward resolution and minimizing
the Agencies' efforts to be expended.

There is another view of the definition of mixed waste. This
definition is a vexation from the perspective of the regulated
community—those who must conduct their operations by the rules
established by the regulators. The superficial simplicity belies
the underlying complexities of applying two independent and
different regulatory schemes to waste in which virtually all the
radioactive substances, regulated by the NRC, are contained,
dissolved, or suspended in a non-radioactive medium, which is in
part regulated by the EPA, and from which physical separation is
impracticable.

The perplexities of the mixed waste issue are a result of one
thing--the EPA and NRC's purported solution to the jurisdictional
issue by simply combining two distinct federal laws which are
disjointed by time, purpose, and regulatory jurisdiction. This
was done without an understanding of the impacts on the regulated
industry.

With the dawning of the Atomic Age, Congress recognized the need
to develop, use, and control atomic energy for peaceful as well as
military purposes. Therefore, Congress enacted the 1946 and 1954
Atomic Energy Acts (AEA). Among other things, the AEA defines
source, special nuclear, and by-product materials and grants
regulatory jurisdiction over these materials to the Atomic Energy
Commission.

Twenty-two years passed. Then with increased public focus on
protecting the environment, Congress recognized the need to
provide control of hazardous wastes and, therefore, enacted the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976. This Act defines
hazardous waste and grants regulatory jurisdiction over this waste
to the EPA.

The law also establishes a wall between the authority of the NRC
and EPA by the exclusionary clause within RCRA. Defining the
scope of the exclusion is key to the mixed waste issue.
"Hazardous waste" is defined by RCRA as a subset of "solid waste"
and the definition of "solid waste" specifically excludes source,
special nuclear, or by-product material as defined by the Atomic
Energy Act. The AEA, in turn, defines "by-product material" to
mean any "radioactive material yielded in or made radioactive by
exposure to the radiation incident to the process of producing or
utilizing special nuclear material."
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In essence, the origin of the mixed waste issue swings on inter-
preting the scope of the by-product material exclusion. The
critical question is, does the entire waste product fall within
the definition of "by-product material" or does "by-product
material" pertain only to the radionuclide constituents of the
waste? Without the most recent Agencies' guidance, the de facto
interpretation in practice has been in the broader sense.

On the other hand, the NRC has chosen to limit its jurisdictional
focus to protecting the public health and safety and the environ-
ment from the radioactive hazards associated with the radio-
isotopes of the waste. Similarly, the EPA believes that it is
compelled by the law to protect human health and the environment
from the hazardous constituents of the inseparable waste. Hence,
we have been thrust into a system of dual regulation.

UTILITY CONCERNS

The commercial nuclear power industry has many specific concerns
resulting from dual regulation which remain to be sorted and
resolved. These can be generalized as follows:

The EPA's approach takes no account of the existing NRC controls
which already achieve all or some of the RCRA statutory goals.
The most efficient approach to addressing chemical hazards of
mixed waste would be to supplement existing NRC requirements to
the extent those requirements fall short of meeting RCRA
objectives.

The EPA and NRC approaches to regulating hazardous waste and
radioactive waste, respectively, are fundamentally different. The
EPA program is very prescriptive-emphasizing facility design
standards, phasing out land disposal, and encompassing waste
testing. The NRC program emphasizes performance goals, shallow
land burial, and avoidance of human exposure while the material
remains radioactive. These two programs cannot be easily
reconciled.

Compliance with the RCRA permit program is a significant under-
taking in most circumstances. At some commercial nuclear power
stations, it is likely to be a protracted and costly process.

All these perplexities and burdens will be compounded as the
regional compacts for the disposal of low-level radioactive waste
address siting, design and operational issues. Additional
exacerbation will also result as the individual states assume
authority to regulate the hazardous waste constituents of mixed
waste.

The quantity of mixed waste generated at commercial nuclear plants
is small, estimated to be approximately 1 percent or less of the
total low-level radioactive waste volume. Additionally, based on
evaluations to date, the amount of the hazardous waste constituent
which makes the inseparable mixture a mixed waste is insignifiant
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with respect to the hazardous characteristics of the waste. Given
the relatively small quantities of mixed waste and the real
hazards associated with the waste, the burden of the full RCRA
standards is wholly disproportionate to the risks being addressed.

The industry does not object to the sound regulation of mixed
waste. What the industry does oppose, however, are (1) the
burdens of the unnecessary and overlapping controls of dual
regulation; (2) the application of a second tier of regulations
designed for ordinary industrial wastes without determining
whether existing NRC requirements are adequate to protect human
health and the environment; and (3) being subjected to another
complex permitting program. While compliance with the dual
regulatory scheme may not be impossible, this is not an appro-
priate reason to impose the full range of RCRA management
standards on a waste already subject to comprehensive regulatory
controls by the NRC.

The utility industry advocates an alternative solution. Because
the EPA and NRC staffs believe the options for regulating mixed
waste under RCRA and the AEA are constrained by the statutes, the
utility industry proposes a legislative solution to the mixed
waste issue that would streamline regulation of mixed waste at
commercial nuclear power plants by expanding NRC authority to
address all hazards associated with mixed waste. This approach is
similar to the Agencies' recommendations during previous
Congressional hearings. It is also similar to the position
endorsed by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers as
presented to the NRC in June of this year. We are hopeful that
mixed waste legislation can be introduced and passed in the near
future.

PROGRESS

Significant effort has been expended by the industry to achieve a
sensible solution to the mixed waste issue and thus minimize its
impacts. A sensible solution can only be achieved by first fully
quantifying the amount of mixed waste and the associated hazards,
evaluating the overlap of the two regulatory schemes, and under-
standing the impacts of dual regulation. We are making progress.

The Edison Electric Institute's Utility Nuclear Waste Management
Group and the Utility Solid Waste Activities Group commissioned a
study last year to examine the degree to which compliance with NRC
requirements and guidance applicable to radioactive waste provides
a level of protection to human health and the environment compar-
able to that provided by EPA's hazardous waste regulatory program
under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. The purpose of
the study was to determine whether application of the full RCRA
regulatory program to mixed waste is necessary. The final report
of that study, entitled "Comparative Assessment of the Environ-
mental Protection Agency's Regulations for Hazardous Waste Tank
Systems (40 CFR 265, Subpart J) and Comparable Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Requirements," has recently been issued by Envirosphere
Company.
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The Envirosphere report compares, in some depth, the specific EPA
regulations applicable to hazardous waste storage and treatment
tanks (i.e., the 40 CFR Part 265, Subpart J regulations) to
applicable NRC regulatory provisions and practices. The Subpart J
tank regulations were chosen for analysis based upon their
complexity and prescriptive nature. In addition, if the analyses
of the Subpart J regulations demonstrated that the comparable NRC
provisions provide the requisite level of protection from the
hazardous components of mixed waste, then it is likely that
similar conclusions can be drawn with respect to other aspects of
EPA's hazardous waste regulatory program, since many of the other
elements of the program are not nearly so prescriptive.

In summary, there are three basic conclusions reached by Enviro-
sphere. First, it was found that in a very large percentage of
the cases examined, the applicable NRC provisions provide at least
an equivalent degree of protection of human health and the envi-
ronment, and that application of the specific EPA regulations
under these circumstances provides no incremental safety benefit.
With respect to one of the central elements of EPA's Subpart J
program—the requirement for tank systems to incorporate secondary
containment--the analysis indicates that virtually all of the
secondary containment system requirements are provided by the
thick-walled, reinforced concrete buildings in which nuclear power
plant radwaste tanks are typically housed.

Second, in many of the remaining areas where NRC requirements may
not on the surface be more stringent, conditions associated with
the radiation hazard of the waste render literal application of
the EPA regulations inappropriate' or "inconsistent." This is
particularly the case with respect to EPA regulations governing
inspections for and response to leaks or spills which, if applied
literally, would result in unnecessary radiation exposures.

Finally, there is a large degree of regulatory "overlap," and
application of a large percentage of the EPA provisions to mixed
waste storage and treatment tank systems at commercial nuclear
power plants would provide no incremental safety benefit or would
result in unnecessary exposures to radioactive materials.

In addition to the Envirosphere study, the Edison Electric
Institute's Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group and Utility
Solid Waste Activities Group have maintained a continued dialogue
with the NRC and EPA and have taken a proactive role in order to
achieve a mutual understanding of the issues between the regula-
tors and the industry. This effort included a two day briefing
and tour of the McGuire Nuclear Station for the NRC and EPA
staffs. The purpose of that tour was to educate the Agencies, in
general, on the operation and management of commercial nuclear
power facilities. More specifically, the purpose of the tour was
to put mixed waste in perspective and to demonstrate that the
existing NRC regulatory frameworjk makes commercial nuclear power
plants radically different from the types of facilities envisioned
by the RCRA regulations.
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Other industry groups are also involved. The Nuclear Management
and Resources Council (NUMARC) is independent of any other nuclear
industry or electric power industry organization. Its members and
participants include nuclear utilities, vendors of nuclear steam
supply systems, architect engineering organizations, and owners of
interests in nuclear power plants. NUMARC's purpose is to provide
a unified nuclear power industry approach to generic nuclear regu-
latory or technical issues. NUMARC has contracted with Rogers and
Associates Engineering Corporation to evaluate the management of
mixed waste in the nuclear power industry. The scope of the
NUMARC evaluation is extensive and the most comprehensive under-
taking to date by regulators or the industry. The study includes
evaluating the practicality of the mixed waste definition; iden-
tifying the impacts of regulatory guidance on current management
practices; quantifying the nuclear industry's potential mixed
waste; identifying potential mixed waste hazardous chemicals;
evaluating mixed waste storage and disposal practices; and
examining and recommending improvements to current management
practices. It is noteworthy that in addition to utility
representatives, representatives from the staffs of the NRC, EPA,
and Department of Energy are also participating on this NUMARC
task force.

It is hoped that all of these coordinated efforts will combine to
help the legislators, the regulatory agencies, and the industry
understand what is really necessary to regulate mixed waste.

CONCLUSION

In summary, mixed waste is a regulatory issue of significant com-
plexity resulting from trying to resolve a question of regulatory
jurisdiction. The purported solution of dual regulation has
created many perplexities which will take time to fully sort. The
commercial nuclear utility industry believes a better solution is
available. Final resolution may very well be a combination of
specific technical, administrative, regulatory, and legislative
solutions. Whatever the outcome, continued cooperation and candid
sharing will be key to achieving a mutual understanding of mixed
waste. Then and only then can a sensible statutory and regulatory
framework be designed and implemented to provide a solution—one
which will not only satisfy our common commitment to protecting
the public health and safety and the environment but will also
minimize the impacts on the regulators and the regulated
community.
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FUSRAP Adapts to the Amendments of Superfund

ROBERT G. ATKIN
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

STEVEN D. LIEDLE AND BRUCE W. CLEMENS
BECHTEL NATIONAL, INC.

INTRODUCTION

With the promulgation of the Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act (SARA) federal facilities were required to
comply with the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation
and Liability Act (CERCLA) in the same manner as any non-government
entity. This situation presented challenges for the Department of
Energy (DOE) and other federal agencies involved in remedial action
work because of the requirements under SARA that overlap other laws
requiring DOE compliance, e.g., the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA). This paper outlines options developed to comply with
CERCLA and NEPA as part of an active, multi-site remedial action
program.

The program, the Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action
Program (FUSRAP), was developed to identify, clean up, or control
sites containing residual radioactive contamination resulting from
the nation's early development of nuclear power. During the
Manhattan Project, uranium was extracted from domestic and foreign
ores and resulted in mill concentrates, purified metals, and waste
products that were transported for use or disposal at other
locations. Figure 1 shows the steps for producing uranium metal
during the Manhattan Project. As a result of these activities
materials equipment, buildings, and land became contaminated,
primarily with naturally occurring radionuclides. Currently, FUSRAP
includes 29 sites; three are on the Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA's) National Priorities List (NPL) of hazardous waste
sites.

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

Before CERCLA was enacted in 1980, FUSRAP activities were
conducted in accordance with the requirements of NEPA. NEPA, in
summary, requires the development and evaluation of alternatives and
a detailed analysis of environmental impacts for actions undertaken
by federal agencies. Support documentation for NEPA varied in
complexity from a Memorandum to File, through an Environmental
Assessment, to an Environmental Impact Statement.

With the enactment of SARA, CERCLA was amended to define
responsibilities for federal agencies (specifically Section 116 of
the Act). CERCLA, in summary, requires input for a Federal Agency
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Hazardous Waste Compliance Docket, a Preliminary Assessment and Site
Inspection, a Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RI/FS) for
NPL sites, schedules for implementation, Interagency Agreements for
remedial action, and substantial opportunity for state and local
participation. Support documentation for CERCLA is, in general,
more structured than that previously used on FUSRAP under NEPA and
includes: Preliminary Assessment/Site Inspection documents;
scoping/planning documents consisting of a Work Plan, a Health and
Safety Plan, a Field Sampling Plan, a Quality Assurance Project
Plan, and a Community Relations Plan; an RI Report; and an FS
containing alternatives and analysis of public health and
environmental impacts.

The challenge to FUSRAP was to develop an integrated process
that satisfied the requirements of these laws with a minimal
duplication of effort. This task was complicated by the need for
some degree of flexibility because of the number and complexity of
FUSRAP sites and their actual or potential inclusion on the NPL.

OPTIONS FOR COMPLIANCE
I

Integrating CERCLA arid NEPA requirements produces a single
Record of Decision (ROD), minimizes duplication of effort, increases
cost effectiveness, coordinates schedules, and simplifies public and
agency review.
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The integrated approach consists of three phases, the level of
which will be determined by the complexity of the site, i.e., to
address response actions ranging from removal to remedial actions
(See Figure 2):

1. Scoping/planning (for task definition, field activities, and
documentation)

2. Remedial Investigation or Site Characterization
3. Feasibility Study-Environmental Impact Study (FS-EIS) or

Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis (EE/CA)
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FIGURE 2 — THE CERCLAMEPA PROCESS

Three options were identified for implementing the integrated
approach at FUSRAP sites: i

1. Full-scope approach (modified to provide the level of detail
appropriate for the sitie), integrating both NEPA and CERCLA
requirements with EPA concurrence
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2. Full-scope approach (modified to provide the level of detail
appropriate for the site), integrating both NEPA and CERCLA
i.aquirements without EPA concurrence

3. Abridged approach (i.e., former NEPA process) expanded to
address CERCLA concerns (e.g., chemical characterization and
removal action documentation) in addition to the standard
radiological characterization plan (and supporting documents)

The primary benefit of Option 1 is that it integrates the
documentation necessary to comply with both NEPA and CERCLA.
However, there is the potential for significant, cost and schedule
impacts because it includes an external review and concurrence cycle
by EPA, as well as the additional cost and schedule impact because
of the extensive documentation requirements.

Option 2 also provides for integrated documentation; however,
the external EPA review and concurrence process is modified to an
"information only" cycle. Although the documentation requirements
for Option 2 are the same as for Option 1, the decreased role of EPA
in the review process (i.e., regarding hold points in the DOE
schedule while awaiting EPA concurrence) results in reduced schedule
durations. An additional benefit for Option 2 is the flexibility to
implement site-specific cleanup activities (e.g., expedited response/
removal actions) would be under the purview of DOE rather than EPA.

Option 3, the abridged approach, is applicable to limited
response actions (e.g., removal actions) and has several associated
benefits: it includes documentation that satisfies both CERCLA and
NEPA requirements while following an approach similar to the CERCLA
removal action process; the reduced documentation requirements
commensurately reduce costs and shorten schedules in comparison to
Options 1 and 2; and because this option does not include an
external agency review and concurrence cycle, it gives DOE greater
flexibility regarding site-specific cleanup activities.

The disadvantage of Option 3 is that the documentation does not
provide for the type of procedures required by EPA for a full-scope
RI/FS under CERCLA, and could therefore negatively impact project
schedules in the future should the site be listed on the NPL. Thus,
applicability of this option is limited to those response actions
that have been identified as removal versus remedial actions.

Analysis of Impacts on Cost and Schedule

Option 1 - Full-Scope with External Agency Concurrence

This option encompasses more activities/documentation than the
other options, including a structured public relations effort and
the most extensive external agency/public/institutional review
cycle. The duration of this Option 1 (or the integrated approach)
from the beginning to the issuance of a draft RI/FS-EIS is
approximately 28 months at an estimated cost of $3.5 million for a
typical site. A summary of the schedule and cost is in Figure 3 and
Table 1, respectively.
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PRELIMINARY

f*»

TASK DESCRIPTION

01 Planning/Scoping

02 Community Relat ions

03 Field Investigations

04 Sample Analysis/Validation

05 Data Analysis

0b Assessment of Risks

0 7 post-Screening Investigations

0^ RI Report

OS Alternative Screening

'0 Alternative Evaluation

11 RI/FS Report

ERA Oirect Labor Support

SUBTOTAL

PROJECT SUPPORT

TOTAL

TABLE 1

OPTION 1 COST SUMMARY

(Dol la rs in Thousands)

PRELIMINARY !!!

LABOR

137

12

210

22

26

15

61

50

38

116

35

98

$ 820

SUBCONTRACT

13

738

108

$ 859

ANALYTICAL

9

383

$ 392

ODC

1

59

$ 60

TRAVEL

18

4

78

4

2

2

4

12

16

$ 140

AUL

99

4

6

2

1

1

10

5

168

209

50

% 555

TOTAL

277

20

1,091

405

32

18

170

62

47

296

260

148

$2,826

758

$3,584



There are several concerns regarding this option. The approach
and schedule are optimistic in that they assume engineering and
procurement activities for the RI phase could continue in parallel
with the review of the planning documents/ and that there would be
no major impacts to the planned RI approach as a result of EPA and
public comments.

Another concern with the integrated approach is the degree of
EPA, state agency, and public involvement, with this approach, the
public and outside agencies would be briefed on an on-going basis
and at critical decision points (e.g., alternative identification,
screening, etc.). At the work plan stage and before the ROD is
final, EPA would be requested to concur with DOE recommendations.
However, except at these stages, successive tasks would be
continuing and would not be predicated on successfully acquiring the
concurrences. Potentially, the process could also be slowed down by
public/institutional comments to the extent that successive tasks
would have to be delayed until the comments were resolved.
Furthermore, an additional problem could arise during the review of
the RI/FS-EIS: even though no negative comments were received
during the scoping phase, significant comments could be received
during the review of the draft RI/FS-EIS that could then necessitate
repeating certain portions of the process. These factors have the
potential to cause significant schedule delays and cost increases.

Finally, no additional field investigation is considered in
support of FS activities. Any re-visit to the site for additional
data collection could result in increased costs and schedule delays,
especially if new subcontracts were required due to the amount of
time that would have elapsed since the completion of initial field
investigations and the start of the FS.

Option 2 - Full-Scope Without External Agency Concurrence

This option is identical to Option 1, except that EPA would not
have a concurrence role. The public and outside agencies would be
informed as described in Option 1, but DOE would not seek EPA
concurrence on decisions during the process. This would expedite
the review and concurrence cycles, and could reduce the schedule by
approximately 7 months. In addition, remedial action design
engineering could start an additional 4 months sooner than in
Option 1. The overall cost estimate would not be significantly
reduced from Option 1; however, there would be a reduction in costs
associated with the reduced interaction with EPA management and the
overall reduction in schedule. The summary schedule for this option
can be found in Figure 4.

Option 3 - Abridged Approach

This option is comparable to the EPA's approach to removal
actions. Essentially, a characterization plan to outline the field
sampling strategy is developed^ then reviewed and approved by DOE.
Engineering activities would parallel the review/approval cycle of
the plan and be affected only by DOE comments.
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Field investigations to collect the required radiological and
chemical data would proceed as funding allowed, and characterization
reports would be prepared to document the results.

In parallel with the characterization report, an EE/CA report
would be prepared and used as the basis for the required
environmental documentation. Following the issuance of the action
memorandum, removal action could begin.

The schedule for this option is approximately 18 months, from
the start to issuing the draft EE/CA report, with a cost of
approximately $2.0 million. Figure 5 provides the summary schedule
and Table 2 outlines the cost data.

It is important to note that this option is not to be
considered parallel to Options 1 and 2 because its applicability is
limited to removal actions, whereas the scope of the other three
options encompasses full-scale remedial actions. Thus, it is being
included here specifically as an option for implementation at FUSRAP
sites for which removal actions may be appropriate.

CONCLUSIONS

Innovative interpretations of the National Contingency Plan and EPA
guidance documents allow DOE some flexibility in implementing these
options, for example:

o DOE could have broad discretion in invoking removal
authorities.

o Clustering sites may avoid cumbersome permitting
requirements and circumvent the land ban.

o Coordinating with other potentially responsible parties
could be beneficial.

Therefore, FUSRAP intends to apply Options 1, 2, and 3 as
outlined in Figure 6. Basically, Option 1 would be selected for all
sites on the NPL. Option 2 would be selected for sites that are
potential candidates for the NPL or have special circumstances
requiring the integrated approach. This option would potentially
minimize cost/schedule impacts should the site ever be placed on the
NPL. Option 3 would be used at all other sites.

A comparison of the costs and schedules for each of these options in
Figure 7 and Table 3.

This work is a collaborative effort of a FUSRAP
working group which included the following
members: B. C. McConnel, R. C. Robertson, M. E.
Kaye, W. R. Musick, V. G.
G. Ganapathi, D. G. Adler;, N. Beskid, and M.
MacDonell.
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!!! PRELIMINARY !!!

IAS*

01

02

03

04

US

06

07

08

DESCRIPTION

PIanni ng/Scoping

Community Relations

Field Investigations

Sample Analysis/Validation

—Data-Anal ysi s

Characterization Report

EE/CA Process

EE/CA Report I Action Memorandum

SUBTOTAL

PROJECT SUPPORT

LABOR

80

12

210

17

16

38

34

10

$ 417

TOTAL

TABLE 2

OPTIOW 3 COST SUMMARY

(Dollars in Thousands)

SUBCONTRACT ANALYTICAL

738

350

PRELIMINARY !!!

$ 738

QQ£

59

TRAVEL,

$ 350 $ 59 $ 114

TOTAL

4

78

4

12

16

14

35

15

$ 50

80

16

1,085

367

20

38

81

41

$1,728

370

$2,098
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OPTION DESCRIPTION

TABLE 3

!!! PRELIMINARY !!! COST COMPARISON OF OPTIONS !!! PRELIMINARY !!!

(Dollars in Thousands)

LABOR SUBCONTRACT ANALYTICAL OOC TRAVEj AMI

1/2 Full-Scope Process * 820 $ 859 $ 392 $ 60 $ 140 $ 555 $3,584*

3 Abridged Process 417 738 350 59 114 50 2,098*

"Includes Project Support.
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fULL JOS HELP IN ESTABLISHING NEW HASTE DISPOSAL SUES?

KATHRYN VISOCKI
SOUTHEAST COMPACT COMMISSION FOR LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

RALEIGH, NC 27609

ABSTRACT

As a Fellow of the European Environmental Fellowship Pro-
gram for U.S. Environmentalists in 1987-88, the author
collected case studies relating to the siting of controver-
sial facilities in Western Europe.

The author presents findings with regard to factors which
may contribute to increased public acceptability in the
siting of controversial facilities. Factors thought to
have the most effect include sensitivity to cultural
differences, the amount of time which is allowed to pass
from the announcement of the siting plans to the opening of
the facility, credibility of the project staff, sensitivity
to the needs of politicians, and the use of incentives and
compensation.

Based on this and other recent studies, the author makes
specific recommendations with regard to personnel selec-
tion, maximizing the positive effect of incentives and com-
pensation, and meeting state and federal milestones.

HJKPC6E

At the tine this investigation was first conceived in early 1987, unsited
states and compacts had a legislative mandate to designate a host state and
outline their siting procedures by January 1, 1988. Already, people had begun
debating policy decisions which might affect the public acceptance of a site
proposed at a future date. Even under the best of circumstances, the Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985 provided access to the existing
facilities only until December 31, 1992.

States and compacts had six years to site, build, license and open a facility
— a tight schedule even under optimal conditions. One of the largest questions
looming over the heads of decision-makers was, "How do we keep the public from
delaying or stopping the siting process?" They needed practical answers, and
they needed those answers immediately.

The primary purpose of this study was to quickly identify policies and proce-
dures i> which could be readily incorporated into the siting processes used by
unsitea states and compacts to increase public acceptance and 2) which should
be avoided in the siting processes used by unsited states and compacts.
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In order to discern patterns or trends with regard to the effect of specific
factors on public acceptance, it was necessary to examine a larger number of
siting case studies. The author collected the case studies by 1) looking at
countries other than the United States and 2) looking at experiences in siting
any facility of a controversial nature, not only nuclear facilities.

The primary countries selected for investigation were Great Britain, France and
the Federal Republic of Germany. Limited information was also collected from
Switzerland and the European Community. These countries were selected for
their similarity to the United States, in terms of their waste management prac-
tices and cultures in general, with the intent of optimizing the potential for
cross-cultural transfer.

The primary method for collecting information was the informal interview.
Written documents such as government reports and newspaper clippings were also
collected. In all, 43 individuals were interviewed. All interviewees were
told the purpose of the study and its funding source. In addition, they were
told that their comments would not be directly quoted or published, but only
used as a part of an aggregate. Only one person refused to allow the use of a
tape recorder during the interview.

A deliberate effort was made to interview persons who had experienced different
roles in the siting process. Interviewees included managers of waste manage-
ment firms, directors of government agencies responsible for the siting of
waste management facilities, engineers, public relations specialists, protes-
tors, environmentalists, journalists and academicians.

The author asked each interviewee to recall efforts in his/her country since
1970 to site a controversial facility. Interviewees were asked to describe
each of these controversial siting efforts in as much detail as they could
remember. Examples included attempts to site nuclear power plants, additional
runways at existing airports, chemical waste disposal facilities, and a
Mercedes-Benz testing course.

If the facility siting process had been abandoned, the interviewee was asked to
describe the public reaction at various stages up to the time that abandonment
was announced. If the facility was eventually sited and currently operating,
or if the siting process was still under way and not abandoned, the interviewee
was asked to describe the public reaction at various stages up to the present.

Next, the interviewee was asked to describe policies or practices which he/she
believed to have affected public reaction, either positively or negatively.
For each factor mentioned, he/she was asked to describe why and how the factor
affected public acceptance/opposition.

CASE STUDIES: ATT&EnS TO SHE A OUNTHDVERSIAL FACILITY

A total of 27 cases were reported, most of them by two or more interviewees.
Of these 27 siting attempts, four were successful. That is to say, they were
eventually built, licensed and opened for operation. Seventeen facilities were
still in the process of siting, construction, application for licensure, or had
at least not been officially abandoned. Six of the siting efforts had been
officially abandoned by the siting sponsors.
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Successful Siting Projects

Airport Runway, Frankfurt, Federal Republic of Germany

After twenty-four years of debate, including twenty-one years of litigation,
the West runway to the Frankfurt International Airport was opened in 1987.

The runway continues to operate, despite continued violent protest (including
the shooting of a police officer in a protest after the runway opening).

Violent resistence to the project has been largely attributed to outside groups
of unemployed youths, known for travelling throughout Germany to stir rebellion
against authority. These outsiders stated a fear of United States forces
landing on the runway as the reason for their protest. Others, however, say
that these troublemakers just look for excuses to be violent.

Some say influence was used to persuade the news media to overemphasize the
outside protestors and to practically ignore the views of local citizens. Cer-
tainly, there must have been some local tolerance to the violent protestors, as
someone local had to be providing food and shelter to these unemployed out-
siders.

A significant number of local residents objected to the facility for aesthetic
reasons, concerns about increased noise levels and water pollution, and because
the site was on forestland with historical and recreational importance.

Public officials decided to open the runway, believing that strong objections
to the project were being voiced only by people from outside the city of
Frankfurt. Common opinion seems to be that local residents would have success-
fully stopped the project if outsiders had not been there to confuse the issue.

The original plans had called for a parallel runway, which would have doubled
the airport's capacity for air traffic. The plans were changed in litigation,
so that the runway was actually built perpendicular to the existing runway,
increasing the airport's capacity by only eight percent.

Mercedes-Benz Test Site, Boxburg, Federal Republic of Germany

After ten years of dispute in administrative and constitutional courts,
Mercedes-Benz was able to construct a testing road near the Rhine River at
Boxburg.

In this case, there was only a small percentage of local people who opposed the
facility. Most locals favored the project, focusing on the prospect of more
local jobs (unemployment is a big problem in FRG now), more local purchases and
increased taxes for the town.

The opposition to this project were organized environmentalists from outside
the region, concerned about the project's impact on forestland and the Rhine
River. Constitutional court proceedings ended in a compromise wherein govern-
ment agencies agreed to pay for certain measures to protect the environment.

Airport North Runway, Hanover, Federal Republic of Germany

Little information was obtained pertaining to the recent opening of a new run-
way at the Airport in Hanover in the Federal Republic of Germany, This project
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encountered far less opposition than the runway in Frankfurt. General opinion
seems to attribute the difference to a lack of recreational interest in the
Hanover site.

Power Plant, Brokdorff Federal Republic of Germany

Despite the public fear of nuclear power so recently stirred by the Chernobyl
incident, a license was granted in 1987 to open a new nuclear power plant in
Brokdorf, near Hamburg, in the Federal Republic of Germany.

Economics did not appear to be an influential factor in this case. The majo-
rity of Brokdorf residents are not particularly poor, employment being avail-
able in the nearby city of Hamburg.

Protest over this facility stretched over approximately ten years, and oppo-
nents say it was difficult to maintain public outrage for such a long period.
By the time the plant opened in 1987, only 1,000 protestors appeared, the
majority of them being from outside the region (in the FRG, it is not uncommon
to see over 100,000 persons at a demonstration). Only two people were willing
to go to court to fight the license.

Another reason given for the low level of local opposition was political. The
region is predominately conservative, with a weak Social Democratic Party and
no Green party representation in the Lantag (state government).

Unsuccessful Siting Projects

Nuclear Waste Reprocessing Plant, Gorleben, Federal Republic of Germany

After four years of planning and research, the federal government of the
Federal Republic of Germany abandoned its plans to build a nuclear waste repro-
cessing plant in Gorleben in the state of Lower Saxony.

In the mid-1970's, the federal government made it known that they were looking
for a site with the appropriate geology in which to locate a complex to repro-
cess spent fuel and dispose the reprocessed waste in a deep geologic reposi-
tory. Hoping to bring new jobs to the area, local officials invited the
federal government to investigate the salt domes in the Gorleben area and
underground testing was begun. In 1976, the Gorleben project had the support
of every party in Parliament.

In 1979, a hearing was conducted in Gorleben to debate the political, techni-
cal, and economic aspects of the project. Gorleben is a popular resort area
and strong sentiment was expressed at the hearing that Lower Saxony was
acquiring an image as the "Nation's Dump". At the time, Lower Saxony already
had a waste disposal research facility at Asse, and a proposed disposal faci-
lity for non-heat-producing waste (roughly equivalent to U.S. low-level waste)
in Konrad.

After the hearing, the Minister of Lower Saxony (roughly equivalent to a state
governor in the U.S.) concluded that it was not politically feasible to have
the reprocessing plant in Lower Saxony. The Federal Government went along with
the Minister's decision, and the reprocessing plant is now planned for Bavaria.
The disposal component of this project is still under development (see Siting
Projects In Process).
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Nuclear Waste Reprocessing Plant, Dragon/ Federal Republic of Germany

In 1983, four years after the effort to site a reprocessing plant at Gorleben,
the federal government attempted to site the plant in Dragon, only 20 kilo-
meters away from Gorleben. Interviewees stated unofficially that the project
was stopped by the Minister of that province.

Nuclear Power Plant, Whyl, Baden-Wurttenberg

Part of the Black Forest was actually cleared and a license was obtained to
build a nuclear power plant in Whyl, a village near Frieberg in the state of
Baden-Wurttenberg. However, the plant has never been built, and the project
was abandoned in the late 1970's.

Protest against this plant did not take on the violent form often found in
Germany. In the most violent protest, local farmers used sling shots to hurl
dung at power company officials!

The site is close to the French border. One side extends partly into the Black
Forest; the other side adjoins many vineyards. The people in this area show a
strong identification with their locality, preserving local dialects, folk
music, etc. They have a long history of resistance, and this episode was no
exception. German vintners and tobacco fanners, fearing the effect of cooling
tower vapor on their crops, joined forces with French industrial workers to
protest the power plant. Scientists from the nearby city of Frieburg encou-
raged the local people to protest, espousing the dangers of nuclear power.
Indeed, the local protestors went so far as to threaten to occupy bridges to
stop all traffic to France.

Although the official reason given for abandoning the facility was a trend
toward needing less energy, most interviewees were certain the real reason was
political timing. The party of the Minister of Baden-Wurttenberg expected to
have only a very slight majority of the vote in the upcoming election. If even
five percent of the voters changed to a different party because of their con-
cern about the power plant, the Minister would have lost the upcoming election.

Series of Attempts to Site Radioactive Waste Disposal Facilities, England

Planning for the early 2000's when the low-level waste disposal site at Drigg
has reached capacity, the Nuclear Industry Radioactive Waste Executive (NIREX)
announced in 1983 that they were considering two sites for radioactive waste
disposal facilities. A site in Billingham was to be considered for a deep geo-
logic repository, whereas a site in Elstow, Bedfordshire was to be considered
for shallow land disposal.

The Billingham site was an old mine with a good geologic formation. Unfortu-
nately, it was located underneath a rather large town. The landowner was a
large chemical manufacturer, ICI, which originally agreed to sell the land to
NIREX. However, when it became clear that opposition to the facility was
strong, especially among the trade unions, ICI backed out on selling the land.

At the same time, considerable opposition was being demonstrated to the pro-
posed facility in Elstow.

In 1985, the Secretary of State announced that the site at Billingham was no
longer being considered, and that at least two more sites must be considered
for comparison with Elstow.
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In 1986, without any advance notification to NIREX or to local officials, the
House of Commons announced the names of three other sites which would be consi-
dered along with Elstow. NIREX set up local information offices, staffed by
local people, in each of the four towns. They also had a mobile exhibition and
provided speakers for local meetings. Yet, there were serious demonstrations
at all four sites to stop the drillings.

Finally, six weeks before the general elections, it was announced that all four
sites had been dropped from consideration. Apparently the members of Parlia-
ment from the four areas under consideration were concerned that the public
outrage might cause them to lose their seats in Parliament. Being powerful
members (one was the party whip), they used their influence to cancel the pro-
ject.

Interviewees from NIREX and from the Elstow area all seemed to agree that the
high degree of public outrage about the project was due to the sudden nature of
the announcement and NIREX's lack of credibility.

1. Sudden Announcement - All agreed that the greatest source of hostility was
the sudden announcement of the site selection, without any advance notice to
local officials, nor any opportunity for negotiation. The site selection was
presented to Elstow as a fait accompli, embarassing and angering local politi-
cians. All political parties took clear public stances against the project.
Therefore, citizens did not really have to decide whether they favored the
project—if all parties were opposed, then the proposed facility must be bad.

This "sneak attack" also bred distrust of NIREX and a willful inattentiveness
to whatever NIREX representatives said. NIREX officials tried to give people
the facts about the proposed facility, but the local people did not wish to
listen, much less believe them.

On the other hand, this distrust of NIREX caused local politicians and local
citizens alike to be "all ears" when listening to outside groups such as
Friends of the Earth. These outsiders brought good professional advice on how
to maintain the media hype and other strategies to obstruct the project. Fur-
thermore, each of the four communities under consideration helped each other.
In fact, three of the four community county councils formed a coalition and
hired professional lobbyists and media experts.

2. Lack of Credibility - Formed in 1983, NIREX was not perceived as an inde-
pendent group, but ratner as an industry front. It was perceived as a creature
of the nuclear industry and government, with no accountability and no freedom
of action. As such, it was linked in the public's perception with Sellafield,
the British Nuclear Fuels facility which generates the largest volume of waste,
and whose public image is synonomous with bad management and dumping into the
Irish Sea. Numerous changes in policy have also reduced the public's confi-
dence in NIREX.

Finally, NIREX staff appeared to be poorly prepared for public speaking and
conducting public meetings. Locals claim much information was withheld or mis-
represented by NIREX representatives. NIREX officials themselves admit that
they could not give a good reason as to why each site was selected for consi-
deration. There had been no real screening process, merely a search for
government owned lands with access to railroad tracks. They also admit that
they withheld too much information.
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It is interesting to note that most Elstow residents were really not concerned
about property values. As NIREX had adequate assurances to buy houses, this
never actually became an issue.

Volunteer Approach to Siting Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility, France

Prior to the 1985 selection of a site in the Aube region of Prance, the agency
in France responsible for radioactive waste management (ANDRA) attempted to
site a low-level radioactive waste disposal facility by using a volunteer
approach.

The agency solicited volunteer communities from three regions thought to have
suitable geology. In 1984, out of a long list of volunteers, fifteen were
selected for further examination. According to the story told to the public by
ANDRA, all but one of the villages were eliminated from consideration for
purely technical reasons. The last of the volunteer villages, Cholet, was ade-
quate but had difficult hydrogeology. So Cholet was taken out of considera-
tion, also supposedly for technical reasons.

However, one of ANDRA's highest ranking officials admitted that public outrage
must be avoided by speaking of economics with politicians only in private. In
other words, he was saying that they made a serious mistake in the volunteer
approach by calliny attention to economic incentives. The public apparently
perceived that their local politicians had accepted bribes in return for volun-
teering the community to receive an undesirable facility.

Others saw different reasons for the failure of the volunteer approach. They
claimed that providing economic benefits in exchange for government projects
is commonplace and not ordinarily suspect in France. They state that the
public outrage happened in response to ANDRA1s forceful sales pitch and insen-
sitivity to the interests of local politicians.

Regardless of the reasons for the failure of the volunteer approach in 1984,
ANDRA took an extremely different tact when it tried again in 1985 to site a
low-level waste disposal facility (see Centre de l'Aube).

Siting Projects in Process

The author learned of seventeen siting cases still in process in Western
Europe. The following four case studies are expected to eventually succeed.

Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility, Aube Region, France

In 1985, after several unsuccessful siting attempts, ANDRA selected a rural
site in the Aube region of France to be the next disposal facility for (low-
and intermediate-level) radioactive waste. Although the project encountered
considerable public protest initially, even its opponents now believe that the
facility will be licensed, built and operational by 1991. The facility is now
in early stages of construction.

Reasons given for the relative lack of opposition to this facility include:

1. Time and Other Resources - Local citizens are apparently resigned to the
idea of the facility, or at least no longer willing to go to the expense and
trouble of protesting the project. It is difficult for people to keep pouring
their personal money, time and other resources into a fight that may last seven
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years or longer. People just naturally resist such a lengthy period of chaos
in their lives.

2. Politics - There are no powerful politicians in the Aube region to
champion the fight.

3. Education/Public Relations - Three ANDRA representatives have been living
near the site for over three years interacting with local people to provide
information and to build confidence in ANDRA's abilities. At least two of
these persons are trained in public comnunication.

4. Economics - Opinions differed as to whether economics played an important
role in the tolerance of this facility. In general, it seems that the promise
of more jobs from the facility has had much more influence than the lump sum of
30 million French francs given to the town or the 1.5 million French francs
guaranteed in taxes each year.

5. Socio-political Profiles - One interviewee in French government told me
that the Aube region was selected out of many technically suitable areas on the
basis of socio-political profiles. These profiles compare people's opinions on
issues such as trust in government, legalization of drugs, risk perception,
etc. Using this tool, ANDRA reportedly chose a population who was most likely
to trust the government, believe that the facility will be safe, and squelch
any opposition from outside. As yet, the author has not been able to confirm
or refute this report.

Expansion of Nuclear Waste Reprocessing Plant, La Hague, France

On the northern coast of France lies an enormous government-owned complex which
includes a reprocessing plant for high-level nuclear waste and the well-known
Centre de la Manche, a disposal facility for low-level radioactive waste.
Plans are under way to expand the reprocessing plant there and most persons
interviewed believe that the project will face very little opposition. Reasons
given for the low level of opposition were:

1. The unemployment rate is high in France. The existing facility has been an
economic boon to the region, which was formerly agricultural and poor. The
plant is the largest employer in the area and has brought new commerce to the
area.

2. People who could not accept the risk of radioactivity (i.e. Parisians with
vacation homes at La Hague) had already left the region when the facility was
first built 25 years ago. Since that time, the only people moving into the
region are those who are willing to accept the risk.

3. French people trust their government in general. They especially trust
French engineers and the nuclear industry. In the minds of French people, the
nuclear industry is linked with military power, national independence and pride
in their national heritage. When French engineers tell people that the facili-
ty will be built with all possible precautions and that there is very little
danger, the people believe it. People also point out that no large nuclear
accident has ever happened in France.

4. People do not want to believe that where they live and where they work is
bad. Risk is an accepted part of working class life.
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5. The French government agency which runs the La Hague site has helped local
people to feel in control of their own destiny by negotiating with local
government officials for compensation and mitigation measures such as new roads
and schools.

Radioactive Waste Disposal, Konrad, Federal Republic of Germany

In 1975, when the iron ore mine at Konrad closed, some representatives of the
mining workers in Lower Saxony, concerned about unemployment, invited the
federal government to investigate the salt domes in Lower Saxony to find a site
suitable for the disposal of non-heat producing nuclear waste (LLW).

In 1982, the plan approval procedure was begun, a vecy complicated and lengthy
review process involving city officials in Salzgitter, state officials, and the
general public. Outside consultants from Hanover and Frankfurt were hired to
review the plan. They gave rather critical reviews, stating that the plan con-
tained insufficient information with which to judge the project's safety.

Several factors were cited as contributing to public opposition to the Konrad
project.

1. The Konrad site is close to the cities of Braunschweig and Saltzgitter.
This means there are approximately 400,000 people in the region, too large a
number to expect to reach with one-on-one educational tactics.

2. Universities are close by, having many active groups with scientific back-
grounds, some of whom are militant.

3. There are approximately ten different opposition groups—the Green Party
(strong in this state), students, women's groups, and others—all with slightly
different agendas.

4. The government has had a difficult time getting its side of the story
printed, whereas the Green Party consistently gets favorable press coverage.

5. Many politicians dislike the image of Lower Saxony as the nation's waste
dump and think this unfair. Some say they would stop opposing the project if
the government would recruit one large employer into the area.

Despite the high level of opposition, most interviewees expect the project to
survive the plan approval process by 1988, endure a public hearing of several
weeks duration in 1988, to receive a license in 1989, and to open by 1993.
Several reasons were given for the expected success of the Konrad facility.

There is currently no facility in the Federal Republic of Germany for the dis-
posal of non-heat producing (low-level) radioactive waste. Research and medi-
cal waste has been stored since 1978 in temporary above-ground storage facili-
ties in each state, called "landersomerstell". Wherever possible, waste is
stored for decay, then disposed at a solid waste landfill. It is believed that
politicians throughout the country, concerned about the storage of waste in
these primitive state landersomerstell, will force the people in the state of
Lower Saxony to take the Konrad facility.

Furthermore, a great deal of pressure is expected to be placed on government
officials by the power companies. By FRG law, nuclear power plants must stop
operation if they do not have a contract for the management of spent fuel at
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least six years in advance. If Konrad is not licensed, it would take 10 to 20
years to site an alternate facility, and the reactors would surely be shut
down.

Finally, unemployment is a serious problem in the state of Lower Saxony. The
Konrad facility is expected to bring 1,000 new jobs, the types of jobs which
are very familiar to miners, such as the excavation of underground cavities and
the operation of heavy equipment. The project developer is also working with
city officials to assist in the recruitment of other industries to the region.

Deep Geologic Repository for Radioactive Waste, Gorleben, Federal Republic of
Germany

As described under "Unsuccessful Siting Projects", local officials in Gorleben
had invited the federal government in the mid-1970's to investigate abandoned
mines in the area as a possible site for a new waste complex. The proposed
complex was to include a plant to reprocess spent fuel, and a deep geologic
repository for the disposal of the reprocessed waste. By the early 1980's, the
reprocessing plant was stricken from the plans for the Gorleben project because
people in the region believed it unfair to take all of the nation's waste.

Since that time, the project has continued to be controversial, but most inter-
viewees believe that the site will be declared suitable in the late 1990's.
The license is expected to be approved by the year 2000 and operation is ex-
pected by the year 2005. The facility is planned to operate for seventy years.

Only three people out of three hundred refused to allow access to their land
for exploratory drillings. Landowners have been compensated for salt mining
rights, and for loss of trees or other property. Local government has also
negotiated for aesthetic interests such as the height of salt piles, which
trees would be cleared, and the design and location of buildings which can be
seen from outside the site.

Local governments also negotiated for a rearrangement of tax distribution so
that taxes from the facility would be equally divided among the ten villages
which receive negative impacts from the facility.

In the early 1980's, random surveys showed that 75% of Lower Saxony residents
opposed the Gorleben project. In 1987, similar surveys showed that 75% favored
the project. Largely credited for the increase in public acceptance are the
two local information centers run by the Federal Ministry of Research. Each
one has approximately 5,000 visitors each year. At the centers, visitors can
receive information about the entire fuel cycle and plans for the Gorleben
facility. Public speakers are also provided for small group meetings.

Also credited with influencing public acceptance in this poor, rural regions
have been the numerous physical improvements made in the Gorleben area. New
roads, schools, halls and swimming pools have been built supposedly for the use
of the project employees, but benefit everyone in the area. The project also
does 80-90 percent of its hiring and subcontracting locally.

Technical credibility is a factor which has been sited as both helping and
hindering public acceptance of the Gorleben project. Helping public acceptance
is the fact that the government has continuously adhered to the policy set in
1959, to isolate all nuclear waste in deep geologic repositories. Because this
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policy has not been changed in almost thirty years, the public generally trusts
that it is the best possible solution.

Public denonstrations of the trucks, hydraulics, containers and other techno-
logy to be used in the Gorleben project are conducted often. These demonstra-
tions serve to show the project's similarity to other industries and to show
that their research has technical applications in other industries.

A mine shaft accident in May of 1987 created a serious setback, both from a
technical standpoint and in terms of public acceptance. Technical credibility
was further damaged when tests in the salt domes of Gorleben found water in
direct contact with the salt. Scientists had previously claimed that there was
no water near the salt, so the new finding made it appear as is if they had
lied.

SGMARY OF EOROPEAN CASE SKDIES: FACTORS AFFECTING PDBLIC TOLERANCE

The four successful sitings all had two obvious factors in common. In each
case, the siting process lasted at least ten years and included some form of
litigation.

The six abandoned siting attempts all appeared to have strong political ele-
ments at work. In the cases of both the Whyl power plant and the four sites in
England considered for waste disposal (Elstow, etc.), the abandonment was
actually linked to an upcoming election. Perception of fairness was also a
primary issue for the Whyl power plant, the proposed waste sites in England,
and for the reprocessing plant which was proposed first in Gorleben and later
in Dragon.

Of the seventeen case studies still in process, the author presented four cases
which are expected to eventually succeed. For the nuclear waste facilities
proposed in La Hague, Konrad and Gorleben, familiarity with the same type of
work has had a positive influence. For all four projects, incentives and com-
pensation have had a positive impact on public tolerance.

Looking at all the case studies together, factors identified as affecting
public acceptance of controversial facilities can be grouped into the following
categories: technical credibility, incentives and compensation, sensitivity
toward cultural differences, sensitivity toward politicians, time and patience,
and activities for the dissemination of information.

Technical Credibility. The degree of faith which the public had in the indivi-
duals and the organizations making the technical decisions was often noted as a
key factor affecting the public's attitude toward a proposed facility. The
reputation of a profession in general, the integrity of an individual, and the
intentional use of dishonest or misleading communication were also noted under
this category. The degree of public acceptance for a proposed facility was
also linked to the acceptability of a specific technical policy or approach,
and the line of reasoning leading to the selection of that particular approach.
Closely linked to technical credibility is the question of how fair a policy or
technical approach is perceived to be.

Events such as the collapse of a mining shaft were cited as decreasing techni-
cal credibility, and thus decreasing public acceptance of a proposed facility.
Repeated change in technological approach was also noted as decreasing public
acceptance.
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Activities for Dissemination of Information. Activities conducted by the spon-
sor of a proposed facility for the purpose of informing people about the faci-
lity were often noted as having a positive or negative impact on public accep-
tance. The development and dissemination of written materials was discussed
under this category* Also included were public meetings, press conferences,
and tours of drilling sites, research facilities and visitors' centers. The
credibility of the person or organization presenting the information seems
closely related to the effectiveness of the activity. In general, there
appears to be a positive correlation between the degree to which the activity
is tailored to a particular audience and the effectiveness of that activity.

Incentives and Condensation. Public tolerance was influenced both positively
ard r-sgatively. A high unemployment rate was often the initial reason for
local officials to consider the proposed facility. Conversely, communities
with little unemployment seem less receptive to a controversial facility. The
prospect of creating new jobs seems to have had more tangible influence on
public tolerance than any other incentive or compensatory measure.

As seen in Elstow and in the unsuccessful volunteer approach in France, incen-
tives and compensation seem to work in combination with other factors, espe-
cially technical credibility and perception of fairness. Even if the community
was suffering economically, incentives and compensation were mistrusted when
the sponsor's technical credibility was low or the sponsor's policies ^ere con-
sidered unfair or unsafe. Examples of other compensatory measures are limited.
Public tolerance of the Mercedes-Benz test site was apparently somewhat
improved by the court decision requiring certain measures of environmental pro-
tection (preventive compensation). In the La Hague area of France, based on
past experience, people have positive expectations that adverse impacts of the
expansion project would be adequately prevented, mitigated or compensated.

Sensitivity to Cultural Differences. Cultural differences were often cited as
the reason that a proposed facility would be well received in one community and
strongly opposed in another. Similar, yet separate from this factor, is the
degree to which the sponsors of the proposed facility made efforts to become
aware of the cultural uniqueness of a community, and the degree to which the
sponsors used this awareness to foster public acceptance for the project.

Several interviewees credited public acceptance of a proposed facility to the
history of employment in the local communities. For example, people with a
history of mining or heavy industry are accustomed to shift work and the risks
associated with employment. In an attempt to maximize the benefits of this
familiarity, the sponsors of the proposed waste disposal facilities at Konrad
and Gorleben are publicly exhibiting the types of heavy equipment and mine
shaft technology which would be used. In contrast, a proposed industrial
installation may pose a major life-style threat to residents of a farming com-
munity.

Several interviewees suggested that it is important to understand the cultural
or historical significance of the site being considered for a proposed faci-
lity.

Sensitivity Toward Politicians. The degree to which the sponsors of a proposed
facility catered to the needs of individual politicians was often noted as a
crucial factor in determining the level of support expressed by the politi-
cians. When local politicians expressed support for the project, the attitude
of local citizens toward the project tended to be much more favorable.
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Included under this category is a general awareness of the political process
and the distribution of power, an awareness of the timing of upcoming political
events, and an awareness of the current issues on the local, regional and
national level.

Other factors mentioned were the provision of information needed by a politi-
cian to sell or justify his support for the proposed facility and the opportu-
nity for the politician to negotiate for items of local interest such as
aesthetics, traffic routing, or local tax distribution. Politicians inter-
viewed stressed the importance of being informed of the siting plans well in
advance of the official announcement.

Time and Patience. The amount of time which the sponsor allowed for project
development was often noted as affecting the degree of public acceptance. In
several cases, sponsors were criticized for moving too quickly, announcing
their plans too early and regarding their project as a fait accompli. The
politicians and local citizens reacted with resentment that they were taken by
surprise and that they were not consulted or allowed time to adjust and adapt
to the idea of the proposed facility.

RBOQMIBDKriCNS FOR POLICY AND PRACTICE

The author recommends the following general rules for optimizing public
tolerance for the siting of a nuclear waste facility.

Build and nurture technical credibility. Assign only the most highly qualified
personnel to each task of the siting process, especially the tasks with high
visibility. Publicize the qualifications of each individual on the team. Use
a logical and defensible line of reasoning for all policy and technical deci-
sions, and consistently stand by those decisions. Tell the truth.

Recognize that an understanding of human behavior is equally as important as an
understanding of technology. Employ on your team individuals who are trained
and experienced in the social sciences. Be sure to include people who are
familiar with the history, politics and culture of the region. Personnel with
skills and experience in negotiation should be extremely useful.

Make every effort to understand the needs of politicians and give them what
they need in order to support your project. Get to know the local politics,
and more importantly, the local politicians. Politicians raise particular
issues to protect certain local interests, which may be economic, social, cul-
tural or otherwise. These issues are often masked by the topics included in
visible exchange between the politicians and project sponsors. Learn what the
current issues and underlying interests are for each politician and his/her
constituents. Find out what you can do in order to help local politicians
comfortably support your project without proselyting them, which inevitably
costs the sponsor and the politician needed credibility. This may include
speeding up or delaying certain steps in your process so as not to interfere
with elections, etc.

Tailor educational activities to what you know about your audience(s). All
populations are made up of many different subgroups of people with different
educational backgrounds, values, interests and needs. Maximize the flexibility
of educational materials and activities to target different population seg-
ments.
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Above all/ go slowly and exercise patience. Human beings are slow to accept
change. Give people time to get to know and accept you and your ideas. Recog-
nize and accept the fact that people may never welcome your project enthusias-
tically? therefore, look forward instead to the day when affected local people
are willing to tolerate the changes you advocate.

IMPLICATIONS FOR SITING LOW-LEVEL WtSTE DISPOSAL FACILITIES
UNDER THE LOW-LEVEL HASTE POLICY MHDKENTS ACT OF 1985

How can the lessons learned about gaining public tolerance be applied in the
states which must site a radioactive waste disposal facility within the para-
meters of the Low-Level Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985?

First, in our eagerness to meet the federal milestones, we must resist the
temptation to shortcut the public involvement process. Past experience tells
us that the process of gaining public acceptance takes time, as well as careful
attention to timing. Public involvement activities must not be rushed, and we
must not cut corners.

It is easy to foresee a situation in which a state siting agency will be
tempted to shortcut its public involvement process, either to meet state dead-
lines or the federal milestones. The next federal milestone is only sixteen
months away. On January 1, 1990, states must submit a license application or
certify that the state has the capability to manage its low-level waste.

A license application must, by necessity, name a site. By this time next year,
August of 1989, there may be one or more states very close to selecting a site.
But what if the public involvement process is not quite completed? There may
be issues which are not yet fully resolved. Other events at the local or state
level may make it risky to announce the site selection at that particular
moment. Will you speed up the selection of the site and take the risk of
destroying the public acceptance you have worked so hard for? This could delay
the project by several years. Rather than take this risk, some states are
already seriously examining the option of certification to meet the milestone.
Others are planning to submit a license application for two or three candidate
sites, thus delaying the date at which a site must be selected.

Second, rather than eliminating certain steps in the public involvement pro-
cess, we should explore ways to complete the same activities or achieve the
same results in a shorter period of time.

One approach would be to look at which activities can be conducted earlier than
when you have them scheduled. It may have been assumed that certain activities
cannot take place before other steps are completed. Question these assump-
tions. For example, must you v;ait for the results of statewide area screening
before canvassing for communities with an interest in being considered for the
site?

Perhaps other activities can be condensed into a shorter period of time. This
may require a greater commitment of personnel and other resources. For exam-
ple, by doubling resources, it may be possible to conduct the same number of
public meetings in half the time.

Another possible approach would be to examine the other positive outcomes which
seem to result from the passage of time and determine if there are other
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methods for achieving these same outcomes in a shorter period of time.

For example, case studies indicate that with the passage of time people
gradually become accustomed to the idea of the new facility. If we were to
examine the process people go through to adjust to this new idea, perhaps we
would discover other ways to activate this process. One might look to the
field of advertising, which not only introduces people to a new product, but
also convinces people that they cannot live without the product.

With the passage of time, people also tend to lose the ability to focus on an
issue. Other issues in their lives become relatively more important or they
merely get tired of disrupting their lives with this controversy. Perhaps
there are methods which could be employed to achieve the same result over a
shorter time span.

Third, it is clear that states are right to be placing a high priority on
activities to build public acceptance. With the stringent time constraints
that are before us, it is appropriate to recognize up front that the public has
the power to seriously delay or abort the siting process.

The experiences of our pioneers in Texas, California, Illinois and Nebraska
only confirm the critical need for a strong commitment of time, personnel and
other resources to public involvement activities.

Furthermore, it seems entirely appropriate that each state is employing a
slightly different approach to siting. As yet, no one seems to have discovered
a magic formula for siting controversial facilities. All that is known are
certain key factors which exert some measure of influence, such as incentives
and compensation. That being the case, it seems appropriate that each of the
states is utilizing these key factors, but in different combinations, to
develop and implement a siting process fitting to the culture, politics and
government of its people.

This research was conducted under a 1987-88 Fellowship for U.S. Environmenta-
lists, sponsored by the German Marshall Fund of the United States in Washing-
ton, D.C. The author expresses sincere appreciation for the invaluable
guidance provided by the staffs of the German Marshall Fund of the United
States and the Institute for European Environmental Policy in London, Paris and
Bonn.

Most of all, the author is grateful to the many individuals who graciously
contributed their time, energy and patience in giving the oral histories of the
siting case studies and explaining the significance of each event within the
context of their nation and its people.
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Waste management, like many other issues, has experienced major milestones.
In 1971, the Calvert Cliff's decision resulted in an entirely different
approach to the consideration of environmental impact analysis in reactor
siting. The accidents at Three Mile Island and Chernobyl have had profound
effects on nuclear power plant design. The high-level waste repository
program has had many similar experiences that have modified the course of
events. The management of radioactive, hazardous chemical and mixed waste
in all of the facilities of the Oak Ridge Operations (0R0) Office of the
Department of Energy (DOE) took on an entirely different meaning in 1984.
On April 13, 1984, Federal Judge Robert Taylor said that DOE should proceed
"with all deliberate speed" to bring the Y-12 plant into compliance with
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act and the Clean Water Act. This
decision resulted from a suit brought by the Legal Environmental Assistance
Foundation (LEAF) and grew out of a continuing revelation of mercury spills
and other problems related to the Oak Ridge plants of DOE. In this same
time frame, other events occurred in Oak Ridge that would set the stage for
major changes. Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., became the new prime
contractor for all of the Oak Ridge facilities and the Faducah Gaseous
Diffusion Plant. In addition, the Oak Ridg* Operations Office Manager was
newly appointed, Joe La Grone. Things were in place that could allow this
waste management dilemma to be led by a new team - and it happened! It did
not all occur with the stroke of a pen on a new operating contract or the
issuance of a new order, but the stage was set to provide the supporting
environment that allowed a very different and successful approach to resolving
waste management issues at the DOE/ORO Facilities. This is the origin of
the Oak Ridge Model which took hold, proved viable, and was recently adopted
as the DOE Model.

Issue resolution is the heart of this "Model." The concept, simply stated,
is to assure that all stakeholders in waste management decisions have the
opportunity to be participants from the first step. Numerous elements have
developed over the last four years that support and strengthen the concept.
The idea and these new elements can be applied at any facility or location.
Our idea from the very first was to put in place a system that would work
and could be duplicated easily. A discussion of many of the elements that
have contributed to the success of the Model follows.

Advisory

A major advisory committee was established following hearings in Oak Ridge
in 1983 by Senator Gore and Congresswoman Lloyd. This committee, called
the Oak Ridge Environmental Advisory Committee, reports to Mr. La Grone,
Manager, DOE/ORO. Membership in the committee is a blend of scientific
experts and community leaders. There are five scientific experts, the
Superintendent of the Oak Ridge City Schools, a community leader, an Oak
Ridge attorney, and a state senator for the City of Oak Ridge. Last, a
Knoxville attorney, who brought the suit that resulted in Judge Taylor's
April 13, 1984, decision! This group made a very thorough and detailed
examination of the problems in all facilities. Their initial reports were
factual, to the point, and painful! Their independence to address any issue
has never been challenged. The reports generated by this group continue to
be a realistic measure of our success in dealing with our problems.
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Gary A. Davis, attorney in the 1984 lawsuit, gave some indication of the
progress made when in 1987, at the Oak Ridge Model Conference, he said,
"Four years ago, I moved back to Knoxville. At that time, with the daily
DOE headlines, I would never have thought that four years later I would be
addressing a group of people in Oak Ridge about the so-called 'Oak Ridge
Model', and I especially never thought I would have anything positive to
say about DOE's waste management practices. But, here I am today to talk
about both of these things." A committee of this type is an essential
ingredient in the Model.

Several other committees have been active. The Ad Hod Industry Waste Management
Advisory Committee and the Waste Management Advisory Committee (WMAC) help
with continuing review. The Ad Hod Committee is composed of private industry
in the Oak Ridge/Knoxville area. The group meets quarterly to review the
plans and activities of the Oak Ridge facilities. This introduces a flow
of new ideas and suggestions to problem resolution. The WMAC meets monthly,
normally at an off-site location. The group is a crosscut across DOE/ORO
and the Region IV Office of the Environmental Protection Agency and the
regulatory agencies of the State of Tennessee. One- and two-day meetings contain
project updates, discussion of monitoring results, roundtables on problem
areas and presentation of long-range plans. This set of meetings continues
to open dialogue on tough issues and provides consensus. An absolutely
essential ingredient to making this work is to establish a commitment on
the part of the organization to tell it like it is and to do that with the
best scientific communicators you have.

Subcontracting Support

Another component of the Model is the utilization of the experience base
and technical skills of the private sector. As a result of an aggressive
posture on the use of the waste management industry, the Oak Ridge/Knoxville
area currently has over forty firms involved in the DOE/ORO work in waste
management. This provides all of the facilities with a manpower pool of
technical talent that can quickly be brought to work on a problem. This
broadened base of talent is also an attractive feature in the discussion of
new work. A waste management industry exists in the Oak Ridge/Knoxville area.

College and University Relation

Historically there has been a strong tie between the DOE operations in Oak
Ridge and the colleges and universities of the nation . Research appointments,
consultants, coop students, adjunct professors all have an important role
in this relationship. The concentration of attention to waste management
in Oak Ridge and nationally has resulted in several interesting additions
in the local academic community. The Roane State Community College is part
of the State of Tennessee Community College system. A new program called
Environmental Health Technology was started at the college this fall. The
program offers a two-year associate degree in any of three areas: Waste
Management, Industrial Hygiene and Health Physics. Most of the course work
can be transferred to a four-year school. The support by DOE/ORO, Martin
Marietta Energy Systems, and the local waste management industry is total.
Registration for the courses currently exceeds all expectations. Scholarships
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by industry and individuals are numerous. Probably 65 percent of the students
will transfer to four-year institutions and provide the additional staff so
badly needed. Those taking associate degrees will find an excellent job market.

The State of Tennessee Higher Education Commission established a Center of
Excellence at the University of Tennessee (UT), Knoxville, the UT Waste
Management Research and Educational Institute. This center currently
concentrates on Policy and Biotechnology. The Center has a continuing
participation in Oak Ridge activities.

Students from several schools are finding excellent coop opportunities in
the Oak Ridge facilities as well as a Department of Defense remedial action
support work managed by the Hazardous Waste Remedial Action Program in Oak
Ridge. Over 30 coops are involved.

A strong program with the colleges and universities in your area can pay
long-term benefits that will provide a flow of good ideas and people to
help solve problems.

Technology Demonstrations and Planning

Part of change is demonstrating the ability to improve. We believe that we
must demonstrate our new and improved waste technologies on a real time
basis to gain the confidence and support of our stakeholders that will
allow us tc schedule and build large line-item-type projects. The initial
thinking and planning for these demos is transferred during the information
meetings mentioned previously. Requests for proposals are issued to invite
industry to pose innovative solutions to our problems. Once awarded or
started internally, projects are totally visible in that all aspects, both
successes and failures, are presented. The Waste Management Technology
Center was established to act as a focal point for these demonstration
activities. This center is responsible for assisting all facilities in
implementing demonstrations. The center also schedules workshops on key
problems such disposal of uranium contaminated material, below regulatory
concern (BRC), contaminated soil guidance, etc. Long-range planning is an
essential function that depends heavily on technology demonstrations. The
Low-Level Waste Disposal Development Demonstration (LLWDDD) and Hazardous
Waste Disposal Development Demonstration (HAZWDDD) are Oak Ridge facilities'
long-range plans for disposal. These plans are discussed and updated on a
continuing basis.

We believe that highly visible technology demonstrations are important.

Other Federal Agency Interaction

The conventional information exchanges that occur are supplemented by other
planned interactions. The HAZWRAP manages a significant number of Department
of Defense (DOD) remedial actions studies. The experiences of this DOD
work are discussed with the 0R0 contractors on a regular basis and are of
great value in planning remedial action on-site.
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The Region IV Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has for several years
conducted a Hazardous Waste Roundtable established to solve many of the
hazardous waste planning, licensing, education and Minimization issues.
DOE and the Tennessee Valley Authority have joined with EPA in this effort.
Semiannual working meetings to date have produced a strategy for Region IV
states to move toward compliance with the requirement that they be able to
deal with hazardous waste generated over the next 20 years. A waste minimization
program is in place in the State of North Carolina, serving all Region IV
states. A small generator audit and information program is close to
implementation.

The Model Meeting

Communicate what you are thinking about planning, just started, have underway,
or just completed. All of the previous items have been different ways of
developing interfaces that allow you to present your story to critical
groups that must be part of the consensus you need to proceed. The Model
practices all of the above and added one more for good measure -- the Model
meeting. We are now into our fourth annual meeting. We anticipate an
attendance this time of approximately 1000! This meeting is structured to
provide a forum for discussion of today's problems and their solutions.
The speakers are a mixture of all of the stakeholders in the consensus
process. It provides, in the formal sessions and the casual meetings that
always occur, an opportunity to review our work with the best in the business.
The meeting has scheduled a tour of our plants to show new faces the tasks
underway or old faces, progress made. It is the annual event that allows
full disclosure and discussion, and is a highly recommended method of
communication.

In summary, we have reviewed for you today's state of the application of
the Model concept in Oak Ridge. We believe in it! We heartily recommend
this approach to all sites --it gives all stakeholders a win/win scenario.
It works, but it requires dedication to sustain the momentum. The Model is
like anything else -- it needs continuing attention to be sustained. The
payoff is large. We have viable waste management industry locally. This
industry is of great help in solving our problems. We enjoy strong community
and business support. We have become quite active in the academic community
growth to serve on continuing need for staff. And finally, we are contributing
to the technological growth and innovation needed to solve our nation's
waste management problems -- that is the icing on the cake!
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